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Welcome to the world of insurance restoration. If you’ve reached for this book, 
it’s obviously a topic that you’re interested in, and you’ve come to the right 
place!

The fi eld of insurance restoration, perhaps more than any other fi eld of construc-
tion, offers some amazing opportunities: Steady work, even in a slow economy; a great 
paycheck; lots of variety; constant challenges; and the chance to create something for 
the future. And along the way, you’ll have the opportunity to make a real difference 
in the lives of a lot of people. By any standards, that’s not a bad career choice!

And, that’s what Insurance Restoration Contracting: Startup to Success is all 
about. This book will start you off on the right foot along a path toward a very bright 
future in the thriving insurance restoration fi eld. I’ve spent over 30 years in the fi eld, 
so you’ll benefi t from my experience, including my mistakes. You’ll enjoy the “Real 
Stories” included throughout, which give you an honest, practical, and often amusing 
look at the ins and outs of running a restoration company. 

In chapter after chapter, packed with practical information, we’ll cover it all:

How to fi nd work

What jobs offer the best potential

Which projects you ought to steer clear of

What type of equipment you’ll need, and when you’ll need it

You’ll learn about damage caused by fi re, smoke, water and mold. You’ll see how 
to work with insurance adjusters, and how to deal with distraught clients. You’ll 
learn how to make money — and then how to collect it.









Introduction
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�  Insurance Restoration Contracting: Startup to Success

You’ll learn some secrets about ozone deodorization, ultrasonic cleaning, and a 
little jet engine device that will fill a house with fog in minutes. You’ll hear the story 
of a house that was almost squashed by snow, and another with an exploding roof, 
and yet another that was hit by a crane and knocked partway off its foundation.

But best of all, you’ll read how they were repaired!

You’re going to find out a lot about contents as well: How they’re inventoried, 
tracked, wrapped, boxed, transported and stored. And along the way, we’ll look at 
the very personal nature of those contents, and learn how to handle both owners and 
their belongings with empathy and compassion.

Insurance restoration is a rapidly changing field. In just a few short decades, 
it’s gone from what was basically a sideline occupation to the well-respected con-
struction specialty that it is today. With highly specialized equipment, sophisticated 
estimating programs, burgeoning national franchises, and insurance companies 
showing an increased reliance on Preferred Contractor Programs, you need Insurance 
Restoration Contracting: Startup to Success to help you start and thrive in this fasci-
nating business.

Again, welcome to the world of insurance restoration. It’s a world you’ll be glad 
you entered . . .
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Tip! For simplicity 
and clarity, “he” has 
been used throughout 
this book when refer-
ring to adjusters. In 
decades past, insur-
ance adjusting was 
defi nitely a male-domi-
nated occupation. But 
all that’s changed, and 
today you’ll fi nd you’re 
just as likely to be 
working with a female 
adjuster as a male. 

In some ways, insurance restoration is an odd thing — at least in other people’s 
eyes. You’re chatting with someone at a party, and they ask you what you do for 
a living. If you say you’re in construction, they’ll understand that. If you say you 

build new homes, they fi nd that pretty interesting. If you say you remodel kitchens, 
or build room additions or decks, they can relate to that. If you’re in one of the spe-
cialty trades, like electricians or plumbers or masons, they’ll nod and probably ask 
you a question or two.

But insurance restoration? What in the world is that ? You’ll see a blank look at 
fi rst. So you say something like, “You know, I fi x fi re and water damage, and mold; 
things like that.” And their eyes kind of glaze over a bit and then they nod and wan-
der off in search of someone more interesting to talk to.

And that’s too bad. Because insurance restoration is actually one of the most 
interesting, exciting, and challenging trades in the construction industry. But appar-

ently it’s also one of the least known and understood, as well 
as one of the hardest to explain in a sentence or two. I guess if 
you had to put it into a single sentence, it would be something 
like this: When damage occurs to a building, and that damage 
is covered by an insurance policy, the insurance restoration con-
tractor is the person who steps in to do the work.

For some contractors, insurance restoration work is just 
a sideline. They concentrate primarily on remodeling or new 
construction, and do insurance jobs as they happen to come 
up. The problem is that insurance restoration requires a 
big investment in equipment and training. You also need to 
establish and maintain working relationships with insurance 
companies. It can be tough to run both a remodeling company 
and an insurance restoration company at the same time. When 
you try to operate a business where you wear two hats, it often 
means you’re not wearing either one of them very well.

1

Is Insurance Restoration
the Business for You?
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�  Insurance Restoration Contracting: Startup to Success

This book is for the contractor looking to specialize in insurance restoration; 
someone who wants to start, operate, and prosper as a full-time insurance restora-
tion contractor. And, as you’ll see later in Chapter 25, that doesn’t totally exclude 
other work. There are also a lot of good remodeling opportunities you can take advan-
tage of along the way.

But before you make the decision to specialize in this field, let’s take a realistic 
look at what you’ll be getting into.

The Pros and Cons of  
Insurance Restoration Contracting

While some remodeling and new home contractors are perfectly happy working 
out of the back of their pickup, insurance restoration is different. It requires a definite 
commitment, an investment in equipment, and the time and effort to acquire some 
specific training. Since there’s a learning curve with insurance restoration, many of 
today’s restoration contractors move into this field deliberately, not accidentally. It 
helps if you take the time to understand the industry before you get involved.

Ten Reasons to Become 
an Insurance Restoration Contractor

 It provides a steady flow of work: This is one of the biggest 
advantages to this area of construction. Damage, like the kitchen 
fire in Figure 1-1, is likely to occur in most everyone’s home at one 
time or another. Once you’re established in the field, you can count 
on jobs like these coming in pretty much continuously. Work doesn’t 
slow down in the winter. The job flow is year-round, often picking 
up during cold weather due to increased fire risks created by the use 
of portable heaters, fireplaces and wood stoves, as well as damage to 
structures from ice, snow and frozen pipes. 

 It’s recession-proof: If you’re a remodeling contractor or a new-
home builder, you know that when the economy slows down, the 
jobs start to dry up. People spend less money, and lender financing 
for new projects becomes harder to get. However, that’s typically 
not the case with insurance restoration work. When damage occurs 
to a home, the insurance company has to pay for it, no matter what 
the economy’s doing. In fact, during a slow economy, insurance 
work often increases. People stay home more, and that increases the 
opportunity for damage to occur in their homes.

 It pays well: You’ll find that you can charge a very fair rate for 
doing insurance restoration work. Insurance restoration estimates 
are very thorough. They’ll probably be the most thorough that 

1.

2.

3.
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Is Insurance Restoration the Business for You?  9

you’ve ever prepared. While that may take some getting used to at 
fi rst, it ensures that you rarely miss anything. But if you do miss 
something, the insurance company will typically allow you to bill 
for it later. Try that with your customer on a remodeling or new 
construction project.

 Payment is virtually guaranteed: The insurance company issues 
a check to the client, so you rarely have to worry about getting paid. 
Once the estimate is accepted, the money is pretty much guaranteed.

 You’re helping people: This is one of the few fi elds in construction 
where you feel like you’re coming to the rescue in what may be 
one of the worst days in a person’s life. Figure 1-2 shows a major 
structural fi re. You could have the opportunity to restore this 
family’s home. You may not only be able to rebuild, but save their 
wedding pictures or an antique that’s been handed down from father 
to son. Maybe you can step in and get their kitchen rebuilt before 
Christmas, so the family can celebrate in their own home. There’s 
really no other area of construction where you have a chance to be 
this kind of hero.

 Every job is different: Do you like variety? Insurance restoration 
will certainly give you that! Like the snow-load damage in Figure 
1-3, every job presents its own unique challenges. Some jobs last for 
months; and some only take a day or two. Each homeowner, house, 
and loss is different. You’ll defi nitely not get bored by the work.

4.

5.

6.

Figure 1-1 This kitchen fi re is an example of the insurance-related losses that happen daily in people’s homes. These 
losses provide a steady fl ow of work for the restoration contractor.
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10  Insurance Restoration Contracting: Startup to Success

 It’s a fast-paced profession: Most 
contractors schedule jobs, like a kitchen 
remodel, several weeks down the road. But 
in our line of work, when a fi re strikes or 
a pipe breaks, you’re needed now. Events 
such as wildfi res (see Figure 1-4) create 
some very fast-paced and interesting days.

 It presents other opportunities: 
Unlike most areas of construction, 
insurance restoration offers lots of unique 
opportunities for income. For example, 
you can be hired as a consultant to an 
insurance company, or to a homeowner. 
Some insurance companies will hire you 
just to put a bid together. Or you might be 
called to be an expert witness in court. All 
this is on a per-hour basis, and usually pays 
pretty well.

 There are franchises available: Unlike 
other types of construction, there are 
some very good franchise opportunities 
available in insurance restoration. Buying 
a franchise gives you a chance to establish 

7.

8.

9.

Figure 1-3 Snow loads put so much weight on 
this building, it caused this structural beam to 
shift dangerously out of alignment.

Figure 1-3 Snow loads put so much weight on 

Structural beam

Not aligned

Figure 1-2 A major structure fi re represents a devastating loss for a family. The fi eld of insurance restoration offers an 
opportunity to help people rebuild their homes and get back to their normal lives.

A major structure fi re represents a devastating loss for a family. The fi eld of insurance restoration offers an 
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Is Insurance Restoration the Business for You?  11

yourself quickly, and cuts down on the learning curve. I’ll go into 
more detail about franchises in Chapter 18.

10.    You’re building a business you can sell: Construction is a 
relatively easy fi eld to get into, so there are a lot of construction 
companies around. They come and go, but aren’t necessarily sold. 
But insurance restoration is different. Because of the equipment 
you need for the specialized work and the insurance company 
contacts you make, it’s an easier business package to sell when 
you’re ready to retire.

Ten Reasons Not to Become 
an Insurance Restoration Contractor

While there are lots of good reasons to consider becoming an insurance 
restoration contractor, it’s not a career for everyone. Let’s take a look at some 
of the downsides you may not have thought about:

 There’s a lot of paperwork: Because you’ll be dealing with 
insurance companies, things need to be done in a certain way. And 
unfortunately, each insurance company is different. If you’re not a 
very organized person and you hate the thought of paperwork, this 
may not be the best fi eld for you.

 Some things will be out of your control: Here again, insurance 
companies have specifi c ways of doing things, and even specifi c pricing. 
You may have to adjust your thinking to be a little less independent 

1.

2.

Figure 1-4 Natural disasters, such as the wildfi re that roared through this community, leave little time for planning and 
scheduling your work fl ow. A major fi re can result in dozens of new jobs, ranging from cleaning and deodorizing smoky 
interiors to completely rebuilding homes.
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12  Insurance Restoration Contracting: Startup to Success

than before. Bids may 
have to be presented a 
little differently than 
you’re used to. You may 
have to take photos 
of damaged areas in a 
certain way. In most 
cases, you’ll also be 
limited in the amount of 
profi t and overhead that 
you charge.

It requires very 
detailed estimates: 
Insurance companies 
require that all estimates 
be very detailed. For 
example, you may 
be used to doing an 
estimate that includes 
one price for all the 
drywall in the house, 
one price for all the trim, 
and one price for all the 

painting. You total those items up, add in your overhead and profi t, 
and that’s your bid for the homeowner. Insurance companies, on the 
other hand, require that the estimates be broken down room by room, 
with each cost listed separately. My estimate for repairs to the condo 
shown in Figure 1-5 was 25 pages long.

It takes time to become established: Insurance restoration pays 
well and provides year-round work. But, it does take a little bit of time 
to become established with the insurance companies. And you may be 
stuck with some of the less desirable jobs before you’re trusted with 
some of the bigger stuff. Once you’re established, however, you’ll fi nd a 
steady fl ow of work.

 There’s an investment in training and equipment: Today’s 
insurance restoration contractor has to be knowledgeable about 
water, smoke, mold, and other issues. That requires an investment 
of both time and money in getting the proper training. You’ll need to 
complete specifi c classes to get your certifi cations. And, in addition to 
your construction tools, you’ll have a large investment in specialized 
equipment that you wouldn’t need in other areas of construction. 
Figures 1-6 and 1-7 are examples of some of the special equipment 
used in restoration work.

It can be emotional work: Doing insurance restoration means entering 
your client’s life at a diffi cult time. A fl ood may have just destroyed all 
their family photos or some heirloom furniture. A fi re may have killed 
a beloved pet, or worse, injured a family member. While you have a real 

3.

4.

5.

6.

Figure 1-5 A large water loss, such as the one in this condo, requires 
many hours to put a bid together. A fi nal computerized, unit-cost 
estimate for a job of this type will probably total 25 pages or more.
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opportunity to help people and make a difference in their lives, working 
in this environment can be emotionally stressful for you as well. The 
home in Figure 1-8 was vandalized by an intruder. The family felt 
victimized and violated, as well as angry and frightened. That’s a lot of 
emotion to take on with a job.

 You have to react quickly: To build your reputation as an 
insurance restoration contractor, you have to be able to react quickly 
to emergency situations. That can make it tough to schedule your 
day and your crew — but it’s a very important part of this field of 
construction. Some repairs, like removing the downed tree in Figure  
1-9, can’t wait for you to finish the remodel job your crew is on.

 It’s hard to advertise: One of the major problems with insurance 
restoration work is that people only need you in a time of emergency. 
Unlike contractors who do kitchen remodeling or room additions, it’s 
difficult to advertise a service that most people hope they’ll never need.

 You may be competing against larger franchises: Buying a 
franchise might be a great way to get into the business. However, if a 
franchise already exists in your area, you’ll have to compete against it; 
and big franchises have a lot of name recognition and national clout.

7.

8.

9.

 (Photo courtesy of Dri-Eaz Products)

Figure 1-7 A set of air movers on a cart, ready for trans-
port to a water loss. Equipment of this type is essential for 
doing restoration work. And while it represents a sizable 
investment, it’s also what makes this a very lucrative 
profession.

 (Photo courtesy of Dri-Eaz Products)

Figure 1-6 The EnviroBoss™ 1400 from Dri-Eaz, 
a leading manufacturer of restoration equipment. 
This machine can provide dehumidification, warm air, 
ventilation, and cooling as needed on restoration jobs. 
It’s a good example of the new generation of equipment 
designed specifically for restoration work.
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Figure 1-8 Dealing with certain losses, such as this vandalized home, can be tough on you as well 
as on your clients.

Figure 1-9 When a loss occurs, like the massive tree that came down across the roof of this home, 
you have to be prepared to respond quickly. If you can’t get there soon, the homeowners will usually 
fi nd someone else who can.
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10.    You need some cash flow: Insurance restoration pays well, and your 
money is pretty secure, but it can take time to get paid. So, you’ll need 
either some cash reserves or a line of credit with your bank. This is 
especially important when you’re first starting out.

An Overview of  
How Insurance Restoration Works

When a person buys a home, they typically buy a homeowner’s insurance policy. 
This is not only good common sense, it’s usually required by the lender. A home-
owner’s policy protects the owner of the house against a number of different things. 
It offers liability coverage if someone trips over a garden hose in the front yard, or 
payment for items that are stolen from the home. More important, the homeowner’s 
policy also protects the homeowner against many types of damage that occur to the 
house. This damage, no matter the size or the type, is known in the industry simply 
as a loss. And that’s where the insurance restoration contractor comes in.

Depending on the type of policy and its terms, such things as fire damage, water 
damage, storm damage, and other types of damage to the home are all covered by 
the policy. The exact details regarding coverage are listed in the policy; we’ll talk 
more about that in Chapter 2. Also specified in the policy is the deductible. This is an 
amount that the homeowner must pay toward the loss, typically anywhere from $500 
to $2,500 or more. Once again, we’ll cover that in more detail in Chapter 2.

When a loss occurs, there are several different people that interact with the home- 
owner, and each other — agents from the insurance company, representatives from 
the company that will ultimately repair the damage, and often emergency service 
workers. 

If it’s not an emergency, the homeowner’s first call is usually to their insurance 
agent. That may be someone they’ve been doing business with for a while, or an 
anonymous rep answering an 800 number in another state. In an emergency, such as 
a broken water pipe that’s flooding the home, their call might be to the first plumber 
they find in the phone book — and then to the insurance company.

The insurance representative will initiate a claim for the homeowner. That sets a 
few different wheels in motion — one of which will be a request that the homeowner 
obtain an estimate for repairs. Ideally, this is where you, as an insurance restoration 
contractor, enter the picture.

Good restoration contractors build a network of contacts with insurance agents 
and insurance companies, establishing themselves on referral lists. Remember, this 
is a specialized business, and most homeowners won’t know where to find you. They 
may not even know that companies such as yours exist. So referrals from insurance 
companies, as well as advertising in key areas, will help homeowners find you when 
they need you for that all-important estimate. We’ll look into this phase of the busi-
ness in more detail in the coming chapters.
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The estimate is submitted to the insurance company, who then reviews it. For 
smaller jobs, the insurance company may simply review the estimate over the phone, 
either with the homeowner or the contractor who submitted the estimate. 

On larger jobs, the insurance company will typically send out one of their Claims 
Representatives or Claims Adjusters. The adjuster will examine the damage, review 
the estimate, meet with the homeowner and the contractor, and determine if the 
estimate is fair.

Once the estimate is accepted, the homeowners will hire a contractor to have the 
repairs done. The homeowners can choose any contractor they want to perform the 
repairs. They may choose the contractor who wrote the estimate that was approved 
by the adjuster, or they may hire another contractor. They may also choose to do the 
repairs themselves, or in some situations, just collect the insurance money and not 
make repairs at all. This is their right in most states.

During the course of performing the repairs, 
additional damage may be discovered. If this hap-
pens, the contractor will write another estimate 
covering the additional work. The additional dam-
age is known as a supplemental loss, and becomes 
part of the overall claim. The additional estimate 
is known as a supplemental estimate, or just a 
supplemental.

When the work is complete, the insurance com-
pany will pay the homeowner. The payment issued 
by the insurance company will be for the amount 
of the original estimate, plus the amount of any 
supplemental, minus the amount of the home-
owner’s deductible.

The homeowner will then pay the contractor. 
That payment will be done in accordance with the 
terms of the contract between the homeowner and 
the contractor. It’s very important to understand 
that you’re paid by the homeowner. You’re not 
working for, or paid by, the insurance company.

A Typical Loss
Let’s take a look at how a typical loss is handled fi nancially. A homeowner has a 

kitchen fi re. The contractor examines the damage, and writes an estimate for $19,000. 
The homeowner has an insurance policy in place, and the fi re is a covered loss. The 
insurance policy has a $1,000 deductible. 

The insurance adjuster examines the damage and the estimate, and approves 
everything. The homeowner signs a contract with the contractor, and the work starts. 
While the work is being done, some additional damage is discovered that was hidden 
in the walls. The estimate for this supplemental damage is $3,000. The contractor 
submits a supplemental estimate to the adjuster, who approves the additional work. 

Tip! While the insurance 
company may be providing the 
money to pay for damage repairs, 
never forget that your contract 
is with the homeowner, not the 
insurance company. I can’t stress 
this enough, because it’s a very 
important issue to understand 
— and it’s an area where both 
contractors and homeowners often 
get confused. If everyone keeps this 
one detail in mind throughout 
the job, you’ll avoid a lot of 
unnecessary problems. Onli
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The contractor writes an addendum to the original contract with the homeowner, 
covering the additional $3,000.

This is how the finances break down:

The insurance company is responsible for $21,000, and the homeowner is respon-
sible for his portion, which is the $1,000 deductible

Who’s Your Client?
Let’s look at a couple more examples. Here’s a typical job situation that any 

contractor will be familiar with: Imagine that you’re a remodeling contractor and 
homeowners have hired you to remodel their kitchen. The total cost of the job is 
$30,000. They have $1,000 of their own money, and they’re getting a bank loan for 
the other $29,000. You write up a contract in the amount of $30,000, regardless of 
where the money is coming from. Whatever the terms are in your contract for start 
date, payment schedules, etc., they’re between you and the homeowners, not between 
you and the homeowners’ bank. When a payment is due, the homeowners pay you, 
not the bank. 

Now let’s look at a fire restoration job. Once again, the cost of the job is $30,000. 
The homeowners have a $1,000 deductible, and the insurance company is paying 
the remaining $29,000. Again, your contract is for the entire $30,000, regardless of 
where the money’s coming from. As in the previous example, whatever terms are in 
your contract for start date, payment schedules, etc., they’re between you and the 
homeowners. When a payment is due, the homeowners pay you.

The Three Elements of a Loss

There are three separate elements that can be part of an insurance loss. Some 
losses have only one of these elements, some have two, and some have all three. These 
elements are:

1.  Emergency response: An emergency response is required 
whenever there’s sudden damage to a building that needs to be dealt 
with immediately. That response might be necessary in order to 
secure the building against weather or unauthorized entry; to stop 
water damage from spreading; to make electrical damage safe; or 
for any of a number of other reasons.

Original estimate $19,000
Supplemental damage estimate + 3,000
Total cost of repairs $22,000
Less the deductible − 1,000
Total paid by insurance company $21,000
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 Emergency responses are limited 
to just what needs to be done to 
secure and dry a building — to 
mitigate damage. This is called loss 
mitigation. Emergency responses 
are usually not estimated, but 
instead are billed on a time and 
materials basis. If an emergency 
response is required, it becomes 
part of the same overall loss, and 
only one deductible is paid by the 
homeowner. The emergency can 
cover damage both to the structure 
and to the contents. Figure 1-10 
shows air movers being used to dry 
out a building to prevent further 
damage. 

2.  Structural damage: If there’s 
structural damage to the 
building, this is estimated after 
the emergency work is completed 
and the building is stabilized. 
Structural work is rarely done on a 
time and materials basis; instead, 
it’s almost always estimated. The 
estimates are very detailed, and 
are done using unit-cost methods.

 Structural estimates deal only 
with repair and cleaning of the 
structure itself, and don’t include 
any of the contents. If structural 
work is required, it becomes 
part of the same overall loss as 
the emergency. Once again, only 
one deductible is paid by the 
homeowner. Figure 1-11 shows 
structural repairs in progress 
after fi re damaged this building.

3.  Content damage: The third 
element of the loss is damage to 
the contents. This includes the 
moving, packing, storing, cleaning, 
repair, disposal, deodorization, 
and replacement of content items 
involved in a covered loss.

Figure 1-10 Air movers in use to dry a building during 
an emergency response. It’s the homeowners’ responsibil-
ity to take whatever steps they can to prevent further dam-
age from occurring. That process is known as mitigating 
damage. Emergency response is one of the three main 
elements of insurance restoration work.

 (Photo courtesy of Dri-Eaz Products)

Figure 1-11 Structural repairs, such as those for this fi re-
damaged roof, can be quite involved. They make up the 
second part of insurance restoration work.

Figure 1-11 Structural repairs, such as those for this fi re-
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 Contents are typically handled on a time and materials basis, 
although some insurance companies have considered asking for 
estimates on content cleaning and moving. If content work is 
required, it becomes part of the same overall loss as the emergency 
and structural elements. Once again, only one deductible is paid 
by the homeowner. Figure 1-12 shows stored contents ready to be 
returned to refurbished homes.

In most cases, all of the elements of a loss are handled by the same restoration com-
pany. It’s easier for both the insurance company and the homeowner. Being qualifi ed 
to handle all three elements of insurance restoration work is very lucrative for the res-
toration contractor. That’s a major reason why you should strive to establish yourself 
as someone who can provide as many services as possible to the clients and insurance 
companies you serve.

Understanding the Insurance Industry

The insurance industry is complicated. It would be impossible to fully explain all 
the ins and outs of how it works, including how it writes and interprets its policies. 
However, it’s important for you, as a restoration contractor, to understand a little bit 
about the industry.

Figure 1-12 The cleaning and storage of contents represents the third main element of insurance restoration work. 
Here, cleaned contents are awaiting transport back to a home. You can see the plywood storage vaults for contents 
in the background.

The cleaning and storage of contents represents the third main element of insurance restoration work. 

Plywood storage vaults
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An insurance company is a business; its objective is to make a profit and provide 
a service at the same time. To increase or even just maintain that profit, insurance 
companies are constantly changing how they do business and what they cover. They 
try new things, often with mixed results.

A homeowner’s insurance policy is a contract between the insurance company 
and the homeowner. Both have rights and obligations as part of that contract. It’s 
important for the homeowner to know and understand what his policy covers and 
doesn’t cover. Most people think that all homeowner’s insurance policies are pretty 
much the same. However, they actually vary quite a bit, and in many cases, you get 
what you pay for.

Higher-priced policies issued by large national insurance companies will typically 
offer more complete coverage, with fewer exclusions. Most of these companies will 
have local claims adjusters, making review of the claim faster. That means the claim 
will get settled more quickly and easily, and often more fairly.

On the other hand, when a homeowner purchases a policy with a smaller pre-
mium amount, the insurance company simply can’t offer the same level of coverage 
as they do with the more expensive policies. The lower cost means less coverage and 
probably fewer or no local service representatives. The company representatives may 
be located in another city or even another state. That means that the homeowner 
can’t deal directly with a local person. And you, as the restoration contractor, end up 
dealing with “claims specialists” who work from photos of the damage without ever 
visiting the home in person. That makes your job that much harder.

A Look at Insurance Restoration Jobs

One of the best things about insurance restoration is the variety of work that you 
do. Every day brings a new challenge, and a different job. Let’s look at the types of 
work by major category that an insurance restoration contractor is typically called 
upon to perform. This is just a quick overview, and we’ll be looking at all these work 
categories in a lot more detail in the coming chapters.

A large percentage of your jobs will come from water, fire, and smoke damage. 
Other areas, such as mold remediation and trauma scene cleanup, are fields that you 
probably won’t be dealing with right away. However, they offer some excellent expan-
sion opportunities for your business at a later date.

Some of this may intimidate you at first, but don’t worry about it. That’s nor-
mal. You were no doubt intimidated the first time you faced a large room addition, 
a complete home remodel, or even a complicated deck project. Like any other field 
of construction, you’ll start small, learn the techniques, and gradually acquire the 
skills, tools and equipment. While you’re learning, you’ll build your confidence — and 
your business.
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Water Damage
Water damage makes up the majority of the 

jobs you’ll be working on. For most restoration 
companies, water losses probably account for 
about 75 to 80 percent of their workload.

Water damage can come from a number of 
different sources. It might be a broken wash-
ing machine hose (incidentally, that’s one of the 
most common sources of water damage), or a 
broken ice maker line. Other sources include 
loose or damaged fi ttings on sink stops or 
water heater fl ex lines, and overfl owing sinks 
or washing machines. If you live in a cold cli-
mate, you’ll also be seeing a lot of damage from 
frozen pipes (see Figure 1-13). 

What you typically won’t be dealing with 
is actual fl ooding, at least not for the insur-
ance companies. Flooding from an overfl owing 
river or similar natural disaster is considered 
ground water, and isn’t normally a covered loss 
unless the homeowner has special fl ood insur-
ance. We’ll look at those coverage issues in more 
detail in the next chapter.

One of the nice things about water res-
toration, besides the steady work and nice 
paychecks, is that there are very comprehen-
sive training classes available in that fi eld. You 
can learn all the proper procedures, how to use 
the various types of equipment, and even how 
to estimate the loss and bill the client.

Fire Damage
Fire damage is another big part of restoration work. Fires come in all shapes and 

sizes, from a minor home kitchen fi re to a large commercial fi re loss or major struc-
tural loss involving several units in an apartment complex. 

Fire repair involves several different phases. First, there’s the evaluation of the 
work to be done. That involves deciding which components are a total loss and which 
components are salvageable. In this area you may be working hand-in-hand with struc-
tural engineers to determine cost-effective repair methods that’ll be acceptable to both 
the insurance company and the building department. You’ll often be working with 
cause-and-origin inspectors hired by the insurance company to determine how the fi re 
began (the cause), and where it started (the origin). See Figure 1-14. Occasionally, you 
may be working with law enforcement investigators dealing with arson. Next, there’s 
the demolition work, which is one of the dirtier aspects of the trade. When everything 
has been cleared away and cleaned up, then you can begin the approved repair work. 

Figure 1-13 A broken pipe on a second fl oor caused 
a massive water leak in this home. The water eventu-
ally made its way into the exterior walls and behind the 
siding, resulting in this rather dramatic ice sculpture in 
the front yard.
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Smoke Damage
To reverse the old saying, “Where 

there’s fi re, there’s smoke.” Smoke 
damage and smoke odor is another 
aspect of restoration work. These 
can both be very challenging. Some 
smoke damage is as obvious as wip-
ing soot off a wall. Odors, such as the 
permeating odor of burnt meat, are 
both diffi cult to fi nd and diffi cult to 
treat. 

As with water damage, dealing 
with smoke damage and smoke odor 
is something you can learn about in 
classes. There are excellent classes 
put on all over the country where you 
can learn about the different types 
of smoke and how to both clean and 
deodorize it. We’ll look at training 

classes in more detail later in the chapter. You’ll also fi nd more information about 
training in Appendix B.

Storm Damage
Storms damage homes in a lot of different ways. Wind can blow shingles off a roof 

or topple a tree and crush the roof. Snow and ice can overload structural components 
(look again at Figure 1-3). Hail can dent and damage all sorts of things; and lightning 
can create all kinds of havoc.

The type, frequency, and severity of storm damage varies from region to region, 
and from season to season. You may go for long periods with no storm-related calls, 
then be hit with dozens of them at once. It’s another aspect of insurance restoration 
that keeps you on your toes!

Vehicle Damage
Vehicle damage is an interesting part of insurance restoration. It can be caused 

by a drunk driver who barrels across a lawn and into someone’s house; or it can be 
caused by a homeowner accidentally hitting the gas instead of the brake as he pulls 
into his own garage. Vehicles do various amounts of structural damage when they hit 
a building, as well as damage to fences, landscaping, and outbuildings.

Vandalism
Depending on where you live, vandalism may range from a minor problem to 

one that’s much more serious. Vandalism can take many forms. There’s graffi ti, or 

Figure 1-14 This aging wall heater was the cause of the fi re in 
this home. As a restoration contractor, you’ll be dealing with fi res of 
all sizes and types.
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property damage of various degrees, 
caused by kids. There’s damage caused 
by people who break into vacant homes 
and decide to live there for awhile, or 
burglars who come in, steal, destroy and 
leave. Some damage to homes is caused 
by angry tenants who’ve been evicted; 
and sadly, vandalism related to foreclo-
sures is a growing problem as well.

Content Damage
Most of the insurance restoration 

work you’ll be involved with occurs in 
occupied homes. So in addition to the 
damage to the structure, you’ll also 
encounter a lot of damage to contents.

Content restoration ranges from simply wiping off furniture, to the cleaning and 
complex restoration of antiques and very expensive area rugs. Furniture can be dam-
aged by fi re and heat. Clothes and bedding may be contaminated with smoke. An 
antique might suffer water damage from sitting on a wet carpet, or furniture might 
be scratched or damaged by falling debris. You may even fi nd yourself dealing with 
dozens of boxes of important business records from a company that was fl ooded, or 
hundreds of smoke-stained photographs.

The cleaning and restoration of contents is something you’ll learn about in spe-
cialized training classes. In the beginning, while you’re getting your business up 
and running, you may prefer to subcontract the restoration of contents to other 
companies.

In most circumstances, the moving and storage of contents are both considered 
part of the covered loss. Again, this is something you might want to leave to others 
initially, but it’s an area that represents excellent expansion opportunities.

Mold Remediation
Mold remediation, like that shown in Figure 1-15, is a complex issue that’s been in 

the news a lot in recent years. It’s a highly specialized area of insurance restoration, 
requiring specifi c types of equipment and training. It can be very lucrative, but it 
carries a lot of liability as well. This is another area of restoration that you should seri-
ously consider subcontracting initially, and then perhaps move into later after you’re 
well established.

Trauma Scene Cleanup
Trauma scene cleanup, like mold remediation, is a highly specialized line of work. 

Trauma scenes include murders, suicides, accidents, and deaths from natural causes. 

Figure 1-15 Mold is a tough and often dangerous problem in 
water-damaged homes. Many insurance restoration contractors 
also offer mold remediation services.

Figure 1-15 Mold is a tough and often dangerous problem in 
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Due to the nature of the work, and the danger of handling some of the materials at 
a trauma scene, this area isn’t for everyone. However, if you’re interested, there are 
several places where you can get the necessary training. Companies qualified to do 
this type of work are relatively scarce, so trauma-scene cleanup is one of the highest 
paid fields of insurance restoration.

There’s a Reason It’s Called “Restoration”

There’s a very good reason why this particular field of construction is known as 
insurance restoration and not insurance repair.

Have you ever been hired to do remodeling on a classic older home? Let’s say 
you’re working in the living room and it has beautiful, original mahogany flooring. 
You remove a small cabinet and find that the hardwood flooring doesn’t extend under 
the cabinet. How are you going to handle this situation? You’re not going to tell the 
homeowner that you need to rip out and replace all of the expensive hardwood floor-
ing because it needs a small patch. And you certainly don’t want to fill in the missing 
section with lesser-quality prefinished wood flooring from the home center! Instead, 
you’d look for a cost-effective method to fill in the missing flooring and preserve the 
original appearance of the home. In this case, you’d have to find or mill some mahog-
any to the size of the original, stain it to match, and then refinish the entire floor.

Insurance restoration works much the same way — except you do this on a daily 
basis. If that same house had a water loss, and a small part of the mahogany hardwood 
flooring was damaged, an estimate would be written to restore the house (which includes 
that flooring) back to pre-loss condition. But the insurance company wouldn’t authorize 
a completely new hardwood floor in order to repair a small area. And the homeowner 
wouldn’t want a patch that doesn’t match. So you, as the restoration contractor, would 
seek out the best solution to please both parties. As in the previous example, you’d find 
some matching mahogany, stain it, and then refinish the entire floor.

When just starting out in the business, our 
company was called to respond to an emergency 
at a condo with a lot of water damage. We imme-
diately began tearing out carpet, drywall, and any 
other wet materials.

Several days later, we had lunch with the insur-
ance adjuster who was assigned to the job. He 
advised us that much of what we tore out could 
have been saved. An experienced restoration con-
tractor would have known that.

Lucky for us, he was a very nice guy who 
wanted to help us out and see a new company 
survive. “Remember guys,” he told us while dis-
cussing our overzealous demolition work, “I can 
hire any contractor to come in and tear things out. 
What I’m looking for is a contractor who can come 
in and save things.” 

That turned out to be the single best piece of 
advice we ever received. In fact, it became the guid-
ing philosophy for our company from that point on!

REAL STORIES: 
The Best Piece of Advice We Ever Got!
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Balancing the needs of all parties — the insurance company, the homeowner, and 
you — is at the heart of insurance restoration. You can’t just rip everything out and 
start over. Your objective is to save or restore items by matching materials and find-
ing creative compromises and solutions. And most important, you keep the concept of 
“repair the home to a pre-loss condition” in your mind. This is the challenging part 
of our field of construction. And for many, it’s one of the most rewarding.

The Three-Legged Stool

Sometimes, the best way to view and understand something is through a simple 
analogy. If you can compare a complicated subject to something simple, it often makes 
a lot more sense. For your insurance restoration company, an analogy that works well 
is the three-legged stool.

First of all, visualize a stool made of the finest materials. Those materials are 
honesty, integrity, a commitment to excellent customer service, and a group of con-
scientious and well-trained employees.

For a company (your stool) to thrive, it needs to be profitable enough in the good 
times to be stable and survive when times are a little tougher. To keep your stool both 
stable and profitable, you need to make sure it has three stout and sturdy legs under 
it. Those three legs are: the Emergency Division, the Structural Division, and the 
Cleaning/Contents Division.

Those three divisions, separate but interlinked, create a solid three-legged stool 
that’ll prosper in good times and stay stable in tough times. It’s a structure that allows 
your company to provide diverse services and excellent client and adjuster care.

The Three Divisions
The three divisions each have separate areas of responsibility within the com-

pany. However, in many circumstances, they also overlap, so they need to interact 
well with each other.

For a small restoration company with only a couple of employees, you may not 
initially need formal divisions. All of the employees will be trained to do the same 
work, usually under the direct supervision of the owner. But as the company grows, 
creating separate divisions is a good idea. That way, each division can specialize in 
its own set of duties and responsibilities, working under a supervisor who reports to 
either the General Manager or the owner.

The Emergency Division
As you’ll see in Chapters 16 and 17, emergency calls are a huge part of restoration 

work. The Emergency Division handles all of these calls. They’re typically the first 
ones to see a new job. They’re responsible for the initial drying of wet structures, and 
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for securing burnt or storm-damaged buildings. They maintain the emergency vans, 
and are responsible for tracking and maintaining all of the drying equipment and 
other specialized tools and equipment. The Emergency Division is usually the one that 
handles mold remediation projects as well.

The Emergency Division typically consists of a supervisor and one or more emer-
gency technicians. While work is being done on an emergency job, crew members from 
other divisions will often help out. When that happens, they’re under the charge of the 
Emergency Division supervisor.

The Structural Division
Once the emergency portion of the work is done, and the estimator has estimated 

and sold the job, the Structural Division takes over. This division handles demolition, 
plans and building permits, and all phases of the rebuilding. They’re responsible for 
all the lumber, hardware, and other supplies stocked in the warehouse. They typically 
inventory and maintain all of the construction tools and construction vehicles.

Employees within the Structural Division include the supervisor, carpenters and 
helpers, as well as specialty trades, such as painters and drywall installers. This 
division may also include one or more estimators; or estimating may be done by the 
company owner or by a person who’s not attached to any of the three divisions.

The Cleaning/Contents Division
Most restoration jobs also require cleaning, both of the structure and the con-

tents. This is where the Cleaning/Contents Division comes in. They take care of smoke 
cleaning and deodorization. They handle carpet cleaning, and the final cleaning of the 
jobsite at the end of the project. They take care of the packing and removal of contents 
from the jobsite. They’re responsible for inventorying contents, as well as its storage 
and redelivery. They also handle the cleaning, drying, and restoration of contents. The 
Cleaning/Contents Division maintains and is responsible for the carpet cleaning van, 
other cleaning vans, and other cleaning equipment, as well as their division supplies.

Employees within the Cleaning/Contents Division include the supervisor, car-
pet cleaning technicians, and cleaners. Larger restoration companies will also have 
contents crews, who deal primarily with the restoration, inventorying, storage, and 
transporting of contents. Also, in some larger companies, the Cleaning/Contents 
Division may have its own estimator.

We’ll be looking at what each division does in more detail in the coming chapters.

Specialized Training

Today, the equipment and products used in the removal of such things as mois-
ture, mold, and smoke odors from the home are very effective. New and ever more 
sophisticated products are being introduced on a regular basis. You need specialized 
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training to correctly use all this technology. You’ll want to start taking some special-
ized training classes as soon as possible.

There are a number of very good courses available. They may seem a little expen-
sive at first, but the knowledge you’ll gain is absolutely essential. And, take it from 
me, the classes will pay for themselves with the first costly mistake you avoid!

For example, in a typical multi-day water restoration class, you’ll learn about 
both liquid water and water vapor. You’ll learn some of the basic science behind the 
movement of moisture. You’ll see how moisture reacts in different environments, and 
how it reacts with different materials. You’ll learn about moisture testing, and all of 
the different restorative drying equipment that’s available.

In some classes, such as the ones offered by Dri-Eaz (for a fee), the instructors 
actually flood a test house and then offer hands-on training in the different drying 
techniques. You not only learn about how to dry different materials, but you’ll also 
get a much better idea of which pieces of equipment you need in order to get your 
business started, and which ones you can consider adding at a later date. 

But classes offer a lot more than just how-to training. Well-taught classes also 
offer information on the business of running a company. You’ll learn about pricing 
and marketing your services, and pick up some very useful forms and other written 
materials you can use in your business. They’ll also tell you about some of the liabil-
ity issues surrounding insurance restoration work. 

Finally, you’ll have the opportunity to interact with owners, managers, and staff 
from other restoration companies. People come from all over the country to attend 
these classes. A typical training course will have several new restoration contractors 
in it, as well as several of the more experienced folks looking for a refresher course or 
continuing education credits.

These classes give you a chance to swap stories and information. You’ll often get 
some very good suggestions on different ways of doing things — that aren’t in the 
class curriculum. As with any industry, the problems and challenges faced in insur-
ance restoration are shared by pretty much everyone in the business. It’s always 
great to hear how someone else solved the very same problem that you’ve faced. And, 
you can have a chance to share your solutions.

At the end of almost every training class, you’ll have the opportunity to take 
an Institute of Inspection, Cleaning and Restoration Certification (IICRC)-approved 
exam. Passing these exams and receiving IICRC certification is an important and 
well-recognized achievement in the industry. In addition to authenticating your 
knowledge in the field, IICRC certification is an important endorsement and market-
ing tool for your company, especially to insurance adjusters.

The Institute of Inspection, Cleaning  
and Restoration Certification

The IICRC was formed in 1972 as a non-profit independent certification body. 
They help set and maintain standards for people working in the restoration indus-
try. Their goals are to establish technical proficiency standards, monitor testing and 
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certifi cation, and promote the ethical behavior of restoration contractors and others 
in the industry.

The IICRC is actually owned by 16 different trade associations from all around 
the world, with no single controlling interest. This arrangement has helped them 
remain neutral and independent. They maintain high ethical standards, and have 
become a very well-respected group.

The IICRC doesn’t have any training facilities or teachers of their own. Instead, 
they approve and authorize schools and instructors to teach IICRC-certifi ed material 
and conduct testing. As of this writing there are approximately 140 IICRC-certifi ed 
instructors, teaching a wide variety of classes all over this country, and in the interna-
tional community as well.

Because the IICRC is so well recognized within the 
industry, it’s important that you and your company become 
certifi ed members of their organization. The IICRC cur-
rently offers over 20 different certifi cations in everything 
from water damage to various types of rug and fabric 
cleaning. This allows you to choose, from among a wide 
selection of training and certifi cations, the courses that 
will most benefi t your company.

Upon completion of any certifi ed class, you can pay 
a small fee and take the certifi cation exam. The exams 
are given at the conclusion of the course, or you can take 
it later if you prefer. Taking it at the end of the class is 
ideal, since the material is still fresh in your mind and 
you don’t have to make special arrangements for testing 
at another time.

When you successfully pass the exam — a score of 
75 percent or better is required — you’ll become indi-
vidually certifi ed in that particular aspect of restoration. 
Once you or one of your employees is certifi ed, you can 
then apply to have your company certifi ed as well.

Individual and company certifi cation is not only good for you personally, it helps 
maintain high standards throughout the industry. And, it demonstrates to insurance 
adjusters and clients that you are knowledgeable, trained, and committed to your 
industry.

For more information on IICRC certifi cation courses and their course descrip-
tions, see Appendix B at the end of the book.

Tip! Once you, an 
employee, or a member 
of your staff becomes 
certifi ed, be sure and use 
that achievement as a 
marketing opportunity. Do 
a press release right away 
(see Chapter 21). Also, 
send an announcement 
letter to insurance agents, 
adjusters, property 
managers, and others 
that you do business with. 
Never miss a marketing 
opportunity!
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 storage vaults ...................................322

 subcontractors ..........................354-355
 tenant .............................45-46, 343-344
 test cleaning ..................................... 354
 transporting .....................................350
 value determinations ................207-208
 values ........................................337-338
 wet ......................................................79
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 deodorizing ................................361-362
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 repacking and storage ..................... 367
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 storing .......................................358-359
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Contract .........................................453-454
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 ice damming .....................................238
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Covered loss ............................................29
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CPA  ......................................................426
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 drying ................................................. 97
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Creosote ................................................ 177
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 call-ins ..............................................449
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 pump-out tubing ..............................100
 structural drying ..........................66-67
 water loss ...........................................93
 water removal capacity ................67-68
Dehumidifiers, desiccant .......... 68-70, 101
 quantity needed ............................73-74
 shopping for .......................................70
Dehumidifiers, refrigerant ...............66-68
 distributing dry air from .................140
 fire losses ..........................................193
 limitations to............................. 100-101
 quantity needed ............................73-74
 shopping for ..................................67-68
 water losses, set up .....................99-100
Delamination, in carpet ....................81-82
Demolition
 emergency responses .......................402
 fire losses ................................... 210-211
 samples .............................................416
Deodorizers
 chemical containment ..............216-217
 smoke odor control .......................... 214
 thermal fogging ........................217-218
 vapor phase containment ................ 217
Deodorizing, contents ...........354, 361-362
Depreciation ...................................... 40-41
Desiccant dehumidifiers ........... 68-70, 101
 drying process ....................................69
 quantity needed ............................73-74
 shopping for .......................................70
Digital cameras .............................414-415
Digital photos, Xactimate.....................563
Directions, emergency responses ........ 384
Disadvantages,  
 insurance restoration work ............11-15
Discharge air, HEPA, testing ............... 137
Discharge hose, water extractor ...........60
Discharge pump ................................59-60
Discipline policies, employee ............... 474
Disclosure laws .....................................590
Disclosures, water losses .....................102
Discoloration, smoke....................205, 206
Dishes, boxes ........................................ 315
Dishonesty, client .......................... 590-591
Documentation
 and disclosure ..................................102
 categories of .....................................412

 drying process ....................................76
 emergency responses ................411-416
 employee ..........................................473
 moved contents ..................................79
 pack-ins .....................................352-353
 photos ............................................... 415
 salvaged materials .............................89
 smoke damage..................................206
 stored contents ................................328
 water losses ...............................101-103
Dollies, mover’s ....................................319
Donations, contents ............................. 335
Doors
 manufactured homes .......................298
 salvaging ............................................89
 storing ................................................89
 water losses ........................................89
Double-wide manufactured  
 homes ...........................................280-286
 definition of ...............................275-276
Downloading estimates,  
 Xactimate.....................................563, 568
Drafts
 definition ..........................................570
 potential problems .................... 570-571
Draperies, cleaning ..............................356
Dress code ......................................442-443
 employee .......................................... 475
Dri-Eaz Products ...................................13
 training classes .................................. 27
Driving record, employee.....................470
Drug production ...................................263
Drug testing, employee ........................470
Dry blasting .......................................... 215
Dry chemical sponges ..........................213
Dry cleaning, structures ......................213
Drying equipment
 air movers ...............................13, 63-65
 drying mats ...............................145-146
 electrical circuits for ........................148
 in restorative drying ..........................48
 mold losses .......................................120
 multiple losses .................................410
 water losses ...................................47-48
Drying plan ............................................90
 open and closed .............................91-92
Drying process
 after a fire ........................................193
 basic process .................................51-54
 contents ............................................333
 documentation ...................................76
 manufactured homes ................299-303
 mold losses .......................................112
 moving contents ...........................78-79
 ten steps ......................................78-103
 tracking parts ...............................77-78
Drywall
 in water losses ...................................83
 prefinished, manufactured homes ..298
 wet, removing ...............................86-87
Drywallers ............................................453
Duct, range hood .................................. 174
Ducts
 cleaning .....................................227-228
 drying, manufactured homes ..........300
 manufactured homes .......................286
 removing wet .....................................88
 sealing with encapsulants ............... 221
Due diligence ........................................430
Dumpster diving ...........................335-336
Dust control, Zipwall ....................118-119
Dust masks ...........................................132
Dwell time, cleaning solution .............. 214
Dye transfer, wood furniture .........78, 326

E
E-mail, introductory ............................488
E-TES ............................................... 71, 97
 quantity needed ................................. 74
EIFS ...................................................... 125
Electrical
 circuits, drying equipment ..............148
 crossover connections,  
  manufactured homes .....................282
 permits, fire losses ...........................198
 power, temporary .............................192
 spider box ..................................148-149
Electrical damage
 lightning strikes .................36, 247-248
 vehicle impacts ................................260
Electrical wiring
 kitchen fires .....................................176
 manufactured homes .......................280
Electrically-charged  
 smoke particles ............................168-169
Electricians ...........................................452
Electronics
 contents handling ............................312
 lightning damage losses ...........247-248
 pack-outs ...................................368-369
Elements of a loss .............................17-19
Embers, damage from ..........................188
Emergency division ...........................25-26
 content storage ................................326
 loss inventories ................................339
 supervisor......................................... 464
 technicians ................................463-464
Emergency Evaluation Checklist ........408
Emergency power & lighting...............192
Emergency Preferred Vendor  
 Program (EPV) ...................................493
Emergency response van ..................... 444
 inventory checklist ...................390-394
 selecting ...........................................386
 setting up ..................................387-389
 stocking & organizing ..............389-394
Emergency responses
 amount of mitigation ............... 403, 405
 call-out fees ...............................375-377
 call preparation checklist ................ 385
 call response time ............................379
 cleanup ......................................405-406
 crew rotation .............................373-374
 dealing with contents ......................306
 debris removal .................................406
 demolition ........................................402
 documentation ..........................411-416
 elements of a loss ............................... 17
 emergency evaluation  
  checklist ..................................380-382
 equipment log ...........................412-413
 equipment on multiple losses .........410
 explanation of ..................................372
 future access to site .................407, 409
 handling after-hours calls ........377-385
 initial steps ...............................396-397
 lead technician ................................. 374
 log notes ........................................... 414
 loss mitigation ..........................398-406
 minimizing damage ......................... 401
 multiple losses .......................... 409-411
 need for safety .................................406
 obtaining complete  
  information .............................383-384
 overview of importance ............371-372
 photos ........................................414-415
 price gouging ............................. 410-411
 primary & secondary tech ............... 395
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 samples .............................................416
 screening incoming calls .................379
 securing the structure ..............402-403
 talking with clients ...................380-385
 training of technicians .................... 374
 vacant & unoccupied homes ....408-409
 van .................................................... 444
 wages .........................................375-377
 warning signs ............................402-403
 Work Authorizations .......384, 397, 408
Emergency services
 adjusters ........................................... 501
 National.Renovation.&.Insurance..
.  Repair.Estimator....................555, 558
Emotions, clients during a loss .... 590-591
Employee
 accountability .................................... 51
 discrimination insurance ................ 424
 files ............................................472-473
 handbook ...................................473-475
 theft ..................................................310
 theft insurance ................................ 424
 training ............................................472
 vehicles, used in business .........447-449
Employee Handbook .....................473-475
 call-in policy .....................................449
 company policies .......................470-472
 company uniforms ...........................440
 company vehicles ......................446-447
 dress code .........................................442
 employment policies ........................472
 paydays .............................................450
 timecards ..........................................450
Employees, hiring
 carpenters ........................................ 461
 cleaners .....................................464-465
 cleaning division supervisor ............ 465
 company policies .......................470-472
 construction supervisor ............462-463
 documentation .................................473
 emergency division supervisor ........ 464
 emergency technicians .............463-464
 estimator ...................................465-466
 front desk/secretary ..................459-460
 general manager .......................466-468
 helpers ..............................................462
 how to find them .......................468-469
 job applications and resumes ...469-470
 job descriptions ................................470
 office manager ........................... 460-461
 organizational chart ................ 470, 471
 specialty trades ................................ 461
Employment agencies ..........................469
Encapsulants, smoke damage ............. 221
Encapsulation
 definition of ......................................123
 materials for .................................... 124
 mold losses ................................123-124
Endorsements, contents coverage .........38
Engineered wood flooring ......................82
 drying ............................................... 147
EnviroBoss 1400 ....................................13
Environmental Protection Agency  
 (EPA)
 asbestos ............................................516
 flue fires............................................179
 lead paint ......................................... 515
EPV  ......................................................493
Equipment
 air movers ..........................63-65, 92-99
 amount needed .............................72-74
 cleaning ............................................ 194
 client concerns about power ....149-150
 desiccant dehumidifiers ................68-70
 Dri-Eaz Products ...............................13

 drying plan .........................................90
 electrical circuits for ........................148
 employee handbook ......................... 475
 EnviroBoss 1400 ................................13
 existing restoration  
  companies ................................429-430
 extension cords for ..........................148
 franchises ..................................432-433
 investment in ..........................12, 49-50
 leasing ................................................ 55
 moisture detection ........................55-59
 multiple losses .................................410
 need for ............................................ 497
 noise .......................................... 150-151
 payback schedule ...............................50
 power usage ..............................148-150
 prices ............................................. 54-71
 protecting ........................................... 51
 refrigerant dehumidifiers .............65-68
 rental rates......................................... 51
 renting ................................................ 55
 sources ................................................72
 storage space ....................................438
 unit costs ..........................................529
 used .................................................... 54
 water extraction ................59-63, 80-81
Equipment log ...............................412-413
Eruptions, volcanic ................................ 37
Escrow accounts ...................................572
Estimates
 adjusters ...........................................499
 charging for ......................................588
 detail required ...................................12
Estimating
 basic operations ........................531-532
 blast damage losses ..................264-266
 books & software ......................553-555
 explosion losses ................................ 264
 flooring allowances ..........................542
 hail damage ...............................244-245
 ice damming .....................................238
 job sequence ..............................536-539
 lightning damage ......................248-249
 material matching ....................544-546
 National.Estimator ...................558-562
 overhead & profit ......................542-544
 overview of ................................523-525
 pricing specialists ............................ 527
 reinstall .....................................532-534
 remodeling ................................582-585
 remove ..............................................532
 remove and reinstall .................532-533
 remove and replace ..........................532
 replace .......................................532-533
 room breaks ..............................547-548
 rules for success ........................ 548-551
 sight lines ..................................546-547
 stacking unit cost categories ....535-536
 standardized pricing .................525-527
 time & materials bids ......................528
 tree impact losses .....................253-256
 unit cost add-ons ......................534-535
 unit cost categories ................... 539-541
 unit cost, labor ................................. 534
 unit cost, labor and materials .........533
 unit cost, material ........................... 534
 unit cost, minimum charges ........... 535
 unit cost, reinstall............................533
 unit cost, removal labor .................. 534
 unit cost, remove and reinstall .......533
 unit cost,  
  remove and replace .................532-533
 unit costs ................................... 528-531
 vehicle impact losses .......................260
 wind damage losses .........................233
 Xactimate...................................563-568

Estimator .......................................465-466
 vehicle .............................................. 444
Evaporation ...................................... 53, 54
 dehumidifier .......................................66
 heated drying systems .................. 70-71
Evaporator, dehumidifier .......................66
Evidence, salvaging ...................... 263, 271
Exams, certification ..........................27-28
Existing restoration company,  
 purchase ....................................... 429-431
Expert witness .......................................10
Explosion damage losses...............262-266
Explosions, named peril ........................ 37
Exterior fires .................................184-189
Extraction heads, weighted ................... 61
Extraction, water .............................. 80-81

F
Fabric cleaners ..............................355-356
Facial hair, respirator fit testing .........133
Fair market insurance policy ...........41-42
Farmer’s Insurance
 market share ....................................489
 preferred contractor programs .......493
Fasteners, magnetism during  
 fire  ...............................................168-169
Fecal matter, cleanup ........................... 131
Fences, fire damage .............................. 187
Financing
 bankers ............................................. 427
 franchises .........................................432
Finding work
 ambulance chasing .......................... 495
 cold-calling ................................486-487
 contact list .................................489-494
 free services ..............................494-495
 independent adjusters .....................493
 insurance agents ....................... 489-491
 introductory letter ...........................488
 preferred contractor  
  programs .................................491-493
 property managers .......................... 494
 remodeling ....................................... 495
 waiving deductible ........................... 495
Fire
 chemical reaction of ..................159-160
 named peril ........................................33
Fire & Smoke Restoration Technician  
 (SRT) class ..........................................156
Fire damage work .................................. 21
Fire departments, thermal fogging .....220
Fire extinguisher damage .................... 177
Fire losses
 building permits for ..................196-199
 cold & dirty burning fire ................. 161
 content cleaning ..............................353
 contents for immediate  
  release......................................367-369
 demolition and debris  
  removal .................................... 210-211
 explosions .........................................263
 exterior fires ..............................184-189
 flue fires.....................................177-180
 garages & outbuildings ............181-184
 heat ...................................................168
 hot & clean burning fire .................. 161
 impingement ....................................169
 initial evaluation ......................162-163
 initial impression ............................. 155
 ionization .........................................169
 kitchen fires ..............................174-177
 loss inventory ............................209-210
 magnetism.................................168-169
 perishable contents ..................338-339
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 PPE ..................................................159
 safety & hazards .......................156-159
 stresses of .........................................173
 temperatures ...................................168
 total loss ....................................195-196
 training classes ................................156
Fire retardant drops, clean up ............ 215
Fire triangle ..................................159-160
Firearms, handling .............................. 311
Firewood, from losses .......................... 255
Fit test, respirators ..............................133
Flashings, fire damage ..................178-179
Flex ducts, removing wet.......................88
Float, air movers .................................... 94
Flood insurance ....................... 33, 130-131
Flood King ..............................................59
Flood Pumper .........................................59
Flooding ..................................................33
Floor coverings
 room breaks ..............................547-548
 sight lines ......................................... 547
Floor drawers, emergency van .....387-388
Floor insulation, removing wet ............. 87
Floor joists, manufactured homes .......280
Floor mats, emergency van .................388
Flooring
 allowances ........................................542
 contractors .......................................453
 kitchen fires ..................................... 175
 moisture meters, probe ..................... 57
Flue fires ........................................177-180
Foam blocks, raising furniture ..............78
Food, in losses ......................................338
Footwear
 dress code .........................................443
 fire losses ..........................................159
Foreclosures .........................................268
Forklift ..................................................323
Forms, for contents ..............................319
Foundation damage
 fire losses ..........................................182
 ground water......................................33
 vehicle impact losses .......................260
Framing damage, vehicle impact ........258
Franchises
 buying ..................................10, 431-434
 competing with ..................................13
 preferred contractor  
  programs .................................492-493
Franchisor ............................................432
Free estimates ......................................588
Free water, definition ...........................139
Freezer, loss of power ..........................338
Front desk person .........................459-460
 introducing yourself ........................488
Frozen pipes, pressure-testing .....147-148
Frozen water, coverage for ...............32-33
Fuel
 chemical reaction of fire ...........159-160
 in smoke ...........................................163
Full-face respirator ..............................132
Full replacement insurance policy ........42
Full replacement value ..........................42
Fungi.....................................................109
Furnace
 cleaning ............................................228
 manufactured homes .......................286
 temporary......................................... 104
Furniture
 damage to carpet ...............................78
 moving blankets ................................79
 raising on foam blocks .......................78
 repair ................................................356
 stacking ..............................................79
 wet ......................................................79

G
Garage fires ...................................181-184
Garage, temporary storage ........... 329-331
Garnishments....................................... 451
Gas lines, kitchen fires ........................176
General manager ..........................466-468
Gift items, promotional .......................480
Glasses, boxes ....................................... 315
Gloves ...........................................134, 159
Goals
 establishing for business ..........418-420
 restoration process ............................ 75
Goggles ................................................. 135
Graffiti ...........................................266-267
 coverage for ........................................ 37
Granular deodorizers, smoke .............. 217
Graphic designer ..........................436, 478
Grocery boxes ................................314-315
Ground water, coverage .........................33
Guide.to.Restorative.Drying,..
 Revised.Edition ........................48, 75, 99
 Class 4 water losses ..................139-140
. water categories ........................127-129
Gusset plates ........................................ 241
 manufactured home trusses ....291-295
Gut instincts, trusting .........................520

H
Hail
 estimating damage ...................244-246
 interior damage .................................36
 named peril ...................................35-36
 size of................................................243
Hammer-probe moisture meter .......56-57
Hand truck ........................................... 317
Handling contents................................320
Hard goods, contents ...........................308
Hard hats ..............................................159
Hardwood flooring
 contractors .......................................453
 drying ........................................143-147
 drying with mini-boots ......................96
 extractors ......................................61-62
 verify moisture content ................... 147
 water losses ........................................82
Hartford Insurance, market share ......489
HAT (humidity, air flow,  
 temperature).........................................52
Hats  ...................................................... 441
 dress code .........................................442
 hard ..................................................159
Hazards, fire losses .......................157-159
Hazmat equipment .............................. 134
Headings, phone book ...................481-482
Health and Safety Technician .............109
Health care insurance .......................... 424
Heat
 and concrete .....................................182
 boundaries ................................211-212
 chemical reaction of fire ..........159, 160
 effect on materials ...........................160
 effect on smoke .........................167-168
 movement of ....................................168
 supplemental .....................................88
 temporary......................................... 104
Heated drying....................................71-72
Heating & cooling ducts, removing .......88
Heating ducts, manufactured homes ..286
Heightened awareness, damage .......... 265
Helpers .................................................462
HEPA, definition .................................. 135
HEPA equipment ..........................135-137
 air scrubbers .....................135-136, 159
 cleaning .....................................136-137

 contaminated water ..................129-130
 filters ........................................ 120, 135
 filters, disposal of ............................. 137
 negative air machines ..............135-136
 testing discharge air ........................ 137
 vacuuming, mold losses ............122-123
 vacuums ...........................................136
Hidden cavities, drying .....................94-98
Hidden damage
 from exterior fires ............................188
 water losses ........................................ 85
High wind losses ...........................232-236
Hip shingles, wind damage ...........232-233
Hold backs .....................................571-572
Home shows ..................................484-485
Homeowners
 assisting with policies ........................29
 dealing with emergency ...........380-385
Homeowner’s association  
 regulations .......................................... 437
Homeowner’s insurance
 contract with company ......................20
 coverage protection ........................... 15
 differences in policies ........................20
Honesty, importance of ........................ 551
Hose adapters, air mover ....................... 64
Hot coil, dehumidifier ............................66
Hot tubs ................................................308
Hours of operation ...............................449
Housing and Urban Development  
 (HUD) ..........................................277-279
 building permits .......................303-304
 Compliance Label ............................ 277
HST, IICRC class ..................................109
Human resources, general manager ... 467
Humidity
 boundary layer .................................140
 content storage ................................ 351
 definition of ........................................52
 drying plans ..................................91-92
 in drying process ................................52
 reading ...............................................58
 refrigerant dehumidifiers ................ 101
Humidity & temperature
 interior levels .....................................50
 readings ..............................................79
Hydrocarbons, in smoke ...................... 164
Hygienist, industrial ............................129

I
Ice    ........................................................53
 coverage for ........................................33
 damming ...................................236-239
 protecting walking surfaces ............ 105
 weight of, coverage for ......................33
Ice-melter ............................................. 105
Icicles, ice damming ............................. 237
Ignition sources, thermal fogging .......219
IICRC .................................................27-28
 certification ...................................27-28
 certification classes .......................48-49
 exams .................................................28
 fire and smoke classes .....................156
 mold/contaminated water classes ...109
 preferred contractor programs ....... 491
 smoke damage classes ..................... 204
Impingement, fire losses ......................169
Inches of water lift .................................59
Incidental contact, contents ................309
Independent adjusters ..................505-506
 contacting for work .........................493
Independent insurance agents ............490
Industrial hygienist .............................108
 air sampling ..............................114-115
 contaminated water losses ..............129
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 definition of ......................................112
 finding .............................................. 114
 mold cultures ................................... 115
 mold losses ................................112-114
 outdoor air samples ..................121-122
 PPE, fire losses ................................159
 tape sampling ................................... 115
 testing HEPA equipment ................ 137
Initial deodorization, contents ............ 354
Injuries and illness, employee ............. 475
Innovation Managed Property  
 Network ..............................................493
Institute of Inspection, Cleaning  
 and Restoration Certification .........27-28
 certification ........................................28
 exams .................................................28
Insul-Vac ............................................... 211
Insulation
 exposed, fire losses ........................... 181
 removing wet ..................................... 87
Insulation vacuum .................. 88, 210-211
Insurance adjusters
 asbestos ............................................516
 definition of ................................... 30-31
 emergency demolition .....................402
 initial loss ...........................................16
 job description............................... 30-31
 out-of-town jobs ........................ 508-511
 pack-outs ..........................................346
 policy interpretation ........................499
 pressures & motivations .................503
 prior approval from .........................500
 promotional items ........................... 494
 promotional materials .....................479
 reasons not to work for them ..........519
 relationships with ............................518
 role of ........................................500-503
 salvage rights ............................333-336
 tips for working with ................ 520-521
 types of ......................................504-506
 walk-throughs .................................. 194
 ways to help them .....................499-500
Insurance adjusters, independent .......493
Insurance agents
 contacting for work .................. 489-491
 definition of ........................................30
 job description....................................30
 role of ................................................. 15
 selecting ....................................422-424
Insurance companies
 adjusters ........................................... 505
 agents ........................................ 490-491
 and remodeling ................................ 574
 preferred contractor programs ....... 491
 reasons not to work with ................519
 top 10 ................................................489
 Xactimate contractor links...............563
Insurance company drafts
 definition of ......................................570
 potential problems with ........... 570-571
Insurance coverage
 contaminated water losses ....... 130-131
 contents pack-outs ........................... 345
 for handling contents ...............309-310
 lead paint ..................................513-515
 mold losses ................................125-126
 must have ..................................422-424
 outbuilding fire loss issues .............. 184
Insurance industry, understanding ..19-20
Insurance policies
 answering questions ..........................30
 assisting homeowners .......................29
 basic understanding .....................29-30
 building permits ..............................199

 cash value ......................................41-42
 code upgrades ...........................511-513
 covered losses .....................................29
 fair market ....................................41-42
 full replacement .................................42
 list of named perils ............................32
 terminology ...................................30-42
Insurance policies, interpreting
 can’t profit from a loss .................40-42
 disclaimer about ...........................29-30
 policy limits ...................................... 184
 warnings.............................................30
Insurance restoration contracting
 challenge of work ................................. 7
 disadvantages................................11-15
 divisions ........................................25-26
 IICRC certification .......................27-28
 overview ............................................. 15
 specializing in ......................................8
 types of jobs ..................................20-24
 work advantages ............................. 8-11
International Occupational  
 Hygiene Association ...........................112
Internet, employee hiring ....................469
Interstate transit, contents .................310
Interviewing, employees ......................473
Introducing company
 cold-calling ................................486-487
 introductory letter ...........................488
Inventory
 checklist, emergency van .........390-394
 contents ............................................336
 list .....................................................333
 pack-out ............................................348
IOHA.....................................................112
Ionization, fire losses ...........................169

J
Jackets ..................................................442
 dress code .........................................443
Jewelry, handling ................................. 311
Job applications .............................469-470
Job.Cost.Wizard,.National..
 Estimator......................................561-562
Job delays, outside living expenses ....... 45
Job descriptions ...................................470
Jobs not worth taking ...................518-520

K
Keys, pack-outs ....................................368
Kitchen
 appliances .........................................308
 fires ............................................174-177

L
Labels
 contents ............................................320
 stored contents ................................ 327
Labor
 burden ..............................................530
 costs, changes to ..............................580
 regional adjustments .......................530
 unit costs ..........................................529
Labor & material costs, changes .........579
Laminate flooring, drying .................... 147
Landscaping
 fire damage to ...........................188-189
 tree impact losses ............................ 255
 vehicle impact losses ............36-37, 260
Large-loss adjusters .............................506
Laser distance measurers ....................536
Latex gloves .......................................... 134

Lead paint .....................................513-515
 insurance companies ................516-517
Lead Paint Renovation, Repair,  
 & Painting Rule (RRP) ...................... 515
Lead technician, emergency  
 response .............................................. 374
Legal owners, drafts ............................570
Letters, introductory ...........................488
LGR  ................................................ 67, 101
Liability
 business structures ..........................429
 company vehicles ..............444, 446-447
 contents .....................................309-313
 contents pack-outs ........................... 345
 emergency responses .......................382
 employee files ............................472-473
 handling contents ............................313
 insurance ..........................................422
 leaving before job’s dry ............152-153
 mold losses ...............................112, 113
 need to keep things legal ................. 455
 neighboring structures ....................189
 non-company-owned vehicles ...448-449
 ozone ................................................366
 photos ............................................... 415
 tenant contents ................................ 344
 trauma scene losses .........................273
 water losses ......................................102
Liberty Mutual Insurance
 market share ....................................489
 preferred contractor programs .......493
Lift gates, trucks ..................................350
Lighting, temporary .............................192
Lightning
 content damage..................................36
 damage losses............................247-250
 electrical damage ...............................36
 named peril ........................................36
 speed/temperature of ....................... 247
 structural damage .............................36
 tree impact losses ............................ 251
Like kind & quality ..............................208
 material matching ........................... 544
 successful estimating.......................549
Limited Liability Company (LLC) ......428
Line of credit ........................................ 427
Living document .................................. 474
Loading trucks .....................................350
Loans .................................................... 451
Location, business .........................439-440
Lockboxes .....................................407, 409
Logos .....................................................436
Logs, drying ...................................141-142
Long-distance claims processing ..506-508
Loss
 client can’t profit from .................40-42
 covered, definition ............................. 31
 elements of ....................................17-19
 emergency response  
  information .............................383-384
 financial breakdown .......................... 17
 financial sequence.........................16-17
 initial occurrence ............................... 15
 inventories ................................339-343
 mitigation of damage .........................18
 not covered .........................................46
 parts of ......................................305-306
 supplemental work ............................16
Loss inventory .......................339-343, 347
 fire losses ...................................209-210
Loss mitigation.....................................372
 during emergency response .... 403, 405
 emergency responses ................398-406
Loss of rent insurance .........................423
Low-grain refrigerant .................... 67, 101
Lubrication, smoke cleaning ............... 214
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M
Magnetism, metal .........................168-169
Maintenance
 definition .......................................31-32
 equipment .......................................... 51
 water damage issues .......................... 31
Management abilities
 construction supervisor ...................463
 office manager ..................................460
Manufactured Home Dwelling  
 Standards ............................................ 304
Manufactured home
 and mobile home, differences ..277-279
 ceiling panels ............................295-296
 construction of ..........................279-280
 crossover connections ...............282-286
 double- & triple-wide ................280-286
 inspecting truss damage ........... 289-291
 losses, working on............................286
 marriage line .............................280-282
 nonstandard materials .............295-299
 regulation of ..................................... 277
 releveling ...................................302-303
 repairing truss damage ............291-295
 road barriers .............................301-302
 roof assembly issues ........................280
 single & double wide ................275-276
 truss deflection in .....................288-289
 ventilation issues in .........................280
 water losses ...............................299-303
Marketing, general manager ............... 467
Marriage line,  
 manufactured home ....................280-282
Masonry
 fireplaces, fire damage ..................... 177
 siding, fire losses .............................. 184
 water losses ........................................ 85
Matching materials .......................544-546
 cabinets .....................................174-175
 manufactured homes ................295-299
 shingles .....................................234-235
Material & labor costs, changes ..........579
Material Safety Data Sheets  
 (MSDS) ........................................454-455
 mold losses ....................................... 124
Materials
 matching ...................................544-546
 salvaging ............................................89
 unit costs ..........................................529
MC, wood flooring ................................ 147
MDF, water losses .............................83-84
Meal expenses
 out-of-town jobs ........................ 510-511
 outside living expenses .................43-44
Measurements ......................................536
Meat, burn residue ............................... 165
Mechanical permits, fire losses ...........198
Medications ..........................................339
 pack-outs ..........................................368
Melting ice & snow, coverage issues .....33
Mending fabric, road barrier ...............302
Merchant accounts ........................451-452
Metal
 smoke pitting ...................................206
 water losses ........................................ 84
Methamphetamine ...............................263
 vandalism losses ..............................269
Microbial growth, heated drying ........... 71
Microns
 comparison chart .............................110
 definition of ......................................110
 HEPA equipment ............................. 135
 smoke ...............................................172
 thermal fogging ...............................218
 ultrasonic cleaning ..........................360

Mildew odors, ozone.............................362
Mileage reimbursements ......447-448, 450
Mini-boots, air mover .................65, 95-96
 wood floor drying ............................. 145
Minorities, franchises ..........................432
Mirrors, boxes ...................................... 315
Mitigation of loss .................................372
 damage ...............................................18
 during emergency response .....398-406
 smoke odor .......................................216
Mobile homes
 history of ...................................275-277
 origins of term ................................. 275
 single & double wide ................275-276
Modular homes .................................... 277
 losses ................................................ 304
Moisture content (MC) ........................ 147
Moisture detection equipment .........55-59
 quantity needed .................................73
Moisture meters ..................................... 85
 combination kits ...........................58-59
 flooring probes ................................... 57
 hammer probes .............................56-57
 non-penetrating ............................57-58
 penetrating ........................................56
 quantity needed .................................73
Moisture vapor, air movers ...............92-93
Mold
 conditions for growth ......................110
 coverage ....................................125-126
 coverage issues ...................................43
 cultures, mold losses ....................... 115
 definition of ............................... 109-111
 effect on people ................................ 111
 food sources............................... 110-111
 ice damming damage .......................238
 industrial hygienists .................112-114
 litigation .............................................43
 odors, ozone .....................................362
 perishable contents ..................338-339
 policy exclusions ................................43
 remediation, steps for ...............114-125
 spores ........................................110-112
 testing for ..................................112-113
 wet ducts ............................................88
Mold losses
 air sampling ..............................114-115
 baseline spore counts ...............115-117
 clean rooms ......................................119
 clearance testing .......................124-125
 containment .....................................118
 cultures, mold losses ....................... 115
 debris removal .................................122
 drying & air scrubbing  
  equipment ............................... 120-121
 encapsulation &  
  anti-microbials ........................123-124
 importance of ................................... 107
 independent certification ................113
 industrial hygienists .................112-114
 initial response .........................111-112
 insurance coverage ...................125-126
 liability .............................................112
 mildew odors, ozone ........................362
 mold cultures on .............................. 115
 odors, ozone .....................................362
 pre-remediation testing ............114-115
 remediation protocols  
  for ............................112-113, 114, 115
 remediation steps .....................114-125
 salvaging materials ..........................122
 sealing penetrations ........................ 121
 soda-blasting ....................................123
 source elimination ........................... 114
 spores ...............................................112

 tape sampling on ............................. 115
 trash bags for ...................................122
 worker safety ................................... 117
Mold remediation
 industrial hygienist .........................129
 liability .............................................108
 occupant safety ................................108
 protective equipment ...............107-108
 protocols ....................112-113, 114, 115
 training classes ................................108
 work description ................................23
Money
 contents, handling ...........................310
 pack-outs ..........................................368
Monitoring
 equipment, water losses ...........101-103
 insurance companies ................102-103
Mortgage holders, drafts .............. 569-571
Motel expenses, out-of-town jobs .. 510-511
Mover’s dollies .....................................319
Moving blankets ............................. 79, 317
Moving contents
 during drying process ...................78-79
 trucks ...............................................350
 van .................................................... 444
MSDS .............................................454-455
 encapsulants .................................... 221
 mold losses ....................................... 124
 ozone ................................................366
 smoke damage.................................. 204
Multiple losses,  
 emergency responses ................... 409-411
Municipal sewage systems,  
 insurance coverage ...................... 130-131
Musical instruments, handling ...........312

N
Nail heads, visible after fire .........168-169
Name recognition ................................. 435
Named insured ..............................448-449
 definition of ......................................570
Named perils
 arson ...................................................33
 basics of ..............................................32
 covered loss, differences .................... 31
 definition of ........................................ 31
 eruptions ............................................ 37
 explosions ........................................... 37
 fire ......................................................33
 hail .................................................35-36
 insurance policies ..............................32
 lightning .............................................36
 puff-back ............................................ 34
 riots & civil commotions ................... 37
 smoke ................................................. 34
 vandalism ........................................... 37
 vehicle/aircraft damage ................36-37
 water .............................................32-33
 wildfires ..............................................33
 wind ...............................................34-35
Naming company ..........................435-436
National advertising, franchises .........432
National.Estimator ....................... 559-561
National Institute for Occupational  
 Safety & Health ..................................133
National Manufactured Housing  
 Construction & Safety Standards  
 Act (NMHCSS) ................................... 277
National.Renovation.&.Insurance..
 Repair.Estimator ........................ 553, 555
Nationwide Insurance,  
 market share ......................................489
Natural material smoke residue ......... 165
Negative air machines ..................135-136
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Negative air pressure,  
 mold losses ................................... 120-121
Neighboring structures,  
 fire damage to .....................................189
Newspaper ads, employee hiring ..468-469
Newsprint
 contents packing ..............................316
 packing .............................................349
NIOSH ..................................................133
NMHCSS .............................................. 277
Noise, drying equipment .............. 150-151
Non-insurance work ..............................46
Non-penetrating  
 moisture meters ........................57-58, 85
Nondisclosure agreement ....................430
Nonsalvageable contents ......307, 333-336
Nonstandard materials,  
 manufactured homes ..................296-299
Notes, potential problem areas .............76

O
O&P ...............................................542-544
Occupant safety, during remediation ..108
Occupational hygienist ........................112
OCT, IICRC class ................................. 204
Octi-Dry .................................................. 97
Odor control
 contents ............................................336
 counteractants, smoke .................... 214
 mold and mildew, ozone ..................362
Odor Control Tech (OCT) class ........... 204
Odors
 mold and mildew, ozone ..................362
 non-smoke related ...........................229
 removal from contents ....................353
 smoke .......................................205, 208
 trauma scene losses ......................... 271
 vandalism losses ..............................270
Off-site storage of contents ................. 307
Office manager .............................. 460-461
Office skills, front desk person ............460
Office space .....................437-438, 439-440
Older homes, code upgrade issues ........42
On-site
 content cleaning ..............................358
 content storage .................306, 328-333
 storage containers, contents ...........332
Open drying plans .............................91-92
Open framing, fire losses ..................... 181
Open soffits, exterior fire losses .......... 185
Organic compounds, in smoke ............ 164
Organic material, smoke residue ........ 165
Organization, content storage ............. 351
Organizational chart.................... 470, 471
Orientation procedures,  
 employee handbook ............................ 474
OSHA
 emergency responses .......................383
 forklift training ................................323
 ozone ................................................366
 PPE .................................................. 131
Out-of-town jobs ........................... 508-511
Outbuildings
 additional coverage ............................38
 aggregate coverage ............................38
 contents in .........................................38
 coverage for ........................................38
 definition of ........................................38
 fire coverage issues ...................183-184
 fires ............................................181-184
 policy coverage ...................................38
 temporary content storage .............. 331
Outerwear ............................................442
 dress code .........................................443
Outriggers, in manufactured homes ...279

Outside living expenses
 assisting homeowner with ................ 44
 coverage for ...................................43-44
 definition of ...................................43-44
 estimating timeframes for ................ 45
 long term ............................................ 44
 short term ..........................................43
 tenants ..........................................45-46
 when they’re triggered .................43-44
Overalls ................................................ 441
Overcharging, on emergency  
 responses...................................... 410-411
Overflowing water, coverage for .......32-33
Overhead & profit (O&P) .............542-544
 changes to, remodeling .............580-582
 National.Estimator........................... 561
Overlapping claims .......................517-518
 vehicle impact losses .......................262
Overtime, emergency responses...375-377
Oxidation ..............................................363
Oxygen
 chemical reaction of fire ...........159-160
 effect on fire ..................................... 161
 in smoke ................................... 163, 164
 ozone .........................................362-363
Ozone .............................................362-366
 chambers ...................................363-365
 generators ................................ 363, 364

P
Pack-ins .........................................352-353
Pack-out/pack-in inventory ..........347-348
 form ..................................................319
Pack-outs
 advantages & disadvantages ...........346
 contents, definition of...................... 345
Packing, contents ..........................348-350
 blankets ............................................ 317
 materials ...................................316-317
 peanuts ............................................. 317
 tracking ............................................349
Pagers, emergency calls ...............377, 378
PAH, fire losses .................................... 157
Paint, matching ....................................546
Painters ................................................453
Pallet jack ......................................321-322
Pallets, contents ...................................320
Paneling
 manufactured homes ...............280, 298
 matching ..........................................546
 water losses ........................................83
Pants, dress code ..................................443
Paperwork
 detail required ................................... 11
 emergency responses ................411-416
Partial-face respirator..........................132
Particles of incomplete combustion  
 (PIC) ....................................................163
Particulate matter (PM) ..............169, 172
Partnerships ..........................428, 458-459
Passive advertising .......................483-484
Pathogens
 contaminated water losses .......128-129
 defined ................................................49
 trauma scene losses .........................273
 wet ducts ............................................88
Pay & benefits, employee ..................... 474
Paydays .................................................450
Payment
 changes to schedule .........................586
 claim, financial sequence..............16-17
 tips ....................................................572
Payroll............................................ 450-451
 advances ........................................... 451
PB pipe, manufactured homes .....284-286

Peanuts ................................................. 317
Penetrating moisture meters ................56
Penetrations, sealing, mold losses ...... 121
People skills
 construction supervisor ...................463
 emergency technicians .................... 464
 general manager .............................. 467
Per diem, out-of-town jobs ............ 510-511
Perforation roller, wood floors ............. 145
Performance reviews, employee .......... 475
Perils, named .......................................... 31
Perishable contents ...............308, 338-339
Permits
 explosion & blast damage ...............266
 fire losses ...................................197-199
 hail damage ......................................246
 ice damming .....................................238
 lightning damage .............................250
 manufactured home losses .......303-304
 roofing repairs ................................. 235
 snow-load losses ...............................242
 trauma scene losses .........................273
 tree impact losses ............................256
 vandalism losses ..............................270
 vehicle impact losses .......................262
Personal guarantee,  
 merchant accounts .............................452
Personal items, handling ..................... 311
Personal protective equipment  
 (PPE) ...................................117, 131-135
 chemical containment .....................216
 contaminated site cleanup .............. 131
 contaminated water losses .......128-129
 definition of ...................................... 131
 explosion losses .........................263-264
 fire losses ..........................................159
 thermal fogging ...............................219
 trauma scene losses .........................273
 vandalism losses ..............................269
Personality factors, office manager .....460
Pet urine, contaminated water............ 127
Phone book, advertising ...............481-482
Phone skills, front desk person ...........459
Phones, transferring ............................378
Photos
 documenting problem areas ..............76
 emergency responses ................414-415
 websites ............................................482
Pianos, contents, handling ..................312
PIC  ......................................................163
Piers
 manufactured homes ....................... 277
 releveling manufactured homes .....303
Pigmented shellac,  
 smoke damage .............................222-226
Pilot lights, and air movers ...................99
Pints per day, dehumidifiers .............67-68
Pitting, metal, from smoke ..................206
Plants, during water losses .................106
Plastic sheeting
 content protection .............................78
 drying wood floors ........................... 145
Plastic wrap, contents ......................... 321
Plumbers ..............................................452
Plumbing damage, lightning ........247-248
Plumbing, manufactured homes .........280
 crossover connections ...............282-286
Plumbing permits, fire losses ..............198
PM  ..............................................169, 172
Policies & procedures handbook ...473-475
Policy limits .......................................... 184
 content coverage .......................341-343
Polo shirts ............................................. 441
Polybutylene (PB) pipe,  
 manufactured homes ..................284-286
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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons  
 (PAH) .................................................. 157
Pool tables, handling.....................312-313
Pools ......................................................308
Power usage
 client concerns ..........................149-150
 drying equipment .....................148-150
 equipment, calculating .............149-150
 insurance companies .......................150
PPE  .......................................117, 131-135
 chemical containment .....................216
 contaminated site cleanup .............. 131
 contaminated water losses .......128-129
 definition of ...................................... 131
 explosion losses .........................263-264
 fire losses ..........................................159
 thermal fogging ...............................219
 trauma scene losses .........................273
 vandalism losses ..............................269
Pre-inspections, blasting ..................... 265
Pre-loss condition .................................. 24
 and remodeling ........................ 574, 575
 material matching ........................... 544
 successful estimating.......................549
Pre-remediation testing, mold .....114-115
Pre-screening emergency calls ............379
Preferred contractor programs ....491-493
 Xactimate.......................................... 561
Preferred Service Provider (PSP) .......493
Prefilters
 air scrubber ...................................... 135
 respirator cartridges ........................159
Prefinished drywall ................................83
 manufactured homes .......................298
Prescriptions ........................................339
 pack-outs ..........................................368
Presentation folder ..............................479
Press releases ....................................... 484
Pressure, effect on smoke ....................168
Pressure-testing,  
 plumbing system .........................147-148
Pressure-washing, smoke .................... 214
Price changes, contract ........................586
Price gouging................................. 410-411
Pricing specialists ................................ 527
Problem areas, documenting .................76
Process air, desiccant dehumidifiers .....69
Professionalism .................................... 417
Profit from a loss, client can’t ..........40-42
Promotional materials ..................477-480
 insurance adjusters ......................... 494
Property insurance ..............................423
Property managers
 contacting for work ......................... 494
 work authorizations ........................408
Protection, stored contents .........326, 328
Protein smoke residue ......................... 165
Protocol
 definition of ......................................112
 mold remediation ..................... 114, 115
PSP  ......................................................493
Psychological smoke odor ....................166
Psychrometry .........................................90
Public adjusters....................................506
Public auction, salvage rights ............. 334
Puff-back .............................................. 227
 defined ........................................34, 228
 named peril ........................................ 34
Pump-out system, dehumidifier ............66
Pump-out tubing ..................................100
Pyrophoric carbon ................................180

Q
Questionable claims ............................. 501
QuickBooks,.National.Estimator ........ 561

R
R&I, estimating .................................... 531
R&R, estimating .................................. 531
Rafter tails, fire losses ......................... 187
Rain, wind-driven .............................34-35
Ranges, kitchen fires ........................... 174
 hoods ................................................ 174
Reactivation air, desiccant  
 dehumidifiers ........................................69
Receiving area, dirty contents .............358
Recession-proof work ...............................8
Records, pack-outs ...............................368
Recreational vehicle
 as temporary home ............................ 44
 outside living expenses ...................... 44
Recycling contents ............................... 335
Refrigerant dehumidifiers ................66-68
 limitations to............................. 100-101
 low-grain ............................................ 67
 quantity needed ............................73-74
 shopping for ..................................67-68
Refrigerator, power loss .......................338
Regional labor adjustments .................530
Regional modifiers
. National.Estimator .......................... 561
 National.Renovation.&.Insurance..
.  Repair.Estimator.....................558-559
Reinstall, estimating ............................532
Relative humidity
 definition of ........................................52
 reading ...............................................58
Release of Contents form ............319, 352
Releveling manufactured homes ..302-303
Remodeling
 categories of changes ................578-580
 changes after job begins ...........585-587
 changes before job begins ................ 585
 changes to O&P ........................580-582
 contract changes .............................. 575
 contracting ........................................... 7
 differences from restoration ........... 574
 estimating, lump-sum format...583-585
 estimating, original format ......582-583
 finding work ..................................... 495
 franchises .........................................432
 overview of .......................................573
 why it confuses things ..............575-577
Remove and reinstall (R&I) ................ 531
Remove and replace (R&R) ................. 531
Remove, estimating .............................532
Removing blown-in insulation ..... 210-211
Renovations, outside living expenses ... 44
Rental properties
 challenges of..................................45-46
 losses to .........................................45-46
 walking away .....................................46
Rental trucks ........................................350
Rented storage facilities,  
 off-site content storage ......................352
Renter’s insurance ...............................423
 contents losses ..........................343-344
 policies ...........................................45-46
Repair permits ..................................... 197
Replace, estimating ..............................532
Rescue Mat ....................................145-146
 Dri-Eaz ...............................................62
Reserves .........................................194-195
Residue, explosion ................................263
Respirator cartridges ....................132-133
 fire losses ..........................................159
Respirators ....................................132-133
 fire losses ..........................................159
 fit testing ..........................................133
Respiratory protection ..................132-133
Response, emergency ............................. 17

Restoration company, buying ....... 429-431
Restoration contracting
 challenge of work ................................. 7
 disadvantages................................11-15
 divisions ........................................25-26
 IICRC certification .......................27-28
 overview ............................................. 15
 specializing in ......................................8
 types of jobs ..................................20-24
 work advantages ............................. 8-11
Restoration goals ................................... 75
Restoration vs. repair ............................ 24
Restorative drying, definition of ...........48
Resumes ........................................469-470
Return air duct,  
 manufactured homes .........................286
Riders
 contents coverage ..............................38
 home office .......................................343
Ridge shingles, wind damage .......232-233
Riots & civil commotions ....................... 37
Road barrier
 definition ..........................................280
 removing and repairing ............301-302
Roof
 leaks .................................................233
 loads ................................................. 241
 sheathing, exterior fire losses ..185-187
 vents, fire damage .....................178-179
Roof framing
 snow-load losses ........................240-242
 tree impact losses ............................252
Roof racks, emergency van ..................389
Roof trusses
 manufactured homes ........280, 287-295
 snow-load losses ............................... 241
Roofing
 fire damage.......................................178
 manufactured homes ................278-279
 repairs .......................................234-235
 tree impact losses ............................ 254
 wind damage .............................232-236
Roofing shingle damage
 ice damming ..............................236-237
 maintenance issues............................32
 sudden & accidental ..........................32
Room breaks ..................................547-548
Rotary duct cleaners .....................227-228
Rotobrush ............................................. 227
Rotomolding ...........................................68
Round-trip driving,  
 out-of-town jobs ...........................509-510
Royalties, franchises ............................432
RRP  ...................................................... 515
Rug repair............................................. 357
Rust  ........................................................ 84
 from metal furniture .......................326

S
S-Corporations ..............................428-429
Safeco Insurance,  
 preferred contractor programs ..........493
Safety
 committees ....................................... 451
 emergency responses .......................406
 fire losses ...................................156-159
 in cleaning situations ...............204-205
 precautions, explosions ............263-264
 storm damage losses .................231-232
Safety glasses .......................................159
Sales tax, National.Estimator ............. 561
Salvage rights, contents ...............333-336
Salvaged materials, tracking .................89
Salvaging materials, mold losses ........122
Samples ................................................416
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Sand blasting ....................................... 215
 mold losses .......................................123
SAR  ...............................................132-133
SBA  ...................................................... 421
Scientific analysis,  
 of flooring samples .............................542
Screening emergency calls ..................379
Scrubbing air, mold losses ...................120
Sealers
 puff-backs .........................................228
 smoke damage...........................222-226
Secondary damage .................................50
 with heated drying ............................ 71
Secretary .......................................459-460
Security
 drying plans .......................................92
 outside living expenses ...................... 44
ServiceMaster,  
 preferred contractor programs ..........493
Servpro,  
 preferred contractor programs ..........493
Sewage losses ................................ 126-131
 contaminated water losses ..............129
 in water losses ...................................80
Sexual harassment insurance ............. 424
Shellac, smoke damage .................222-226
Shelving
 contents ............................................322
 emergency van ..........................388-389
Shims, manufactured homes ...............303
Shingle damage
 maintenance issues............................32
 sudden & accidental ..........................32
Shingles
 ice damming ..............................236-238
 matching issues ........................234-235
 tabbing of ..................................234-235
 tree impact losses ............................ 254
 wind damage .............................232-236
Shirts, dress code .................................442
Shoes, dress code .................................443
Shrapnel, explosion losses ...................263
Siding
 fire losses .......................................... 184
 manufactured homes ................278-279
 tree impact losses .................... 252, 254
 vehicle impact losses .......................258
Sight lines......................................546-547
Signs
 company vehicles .............................443
 yard .................................................. 437
Silica, desiccant dehumidifiers ........68, 69
Single-wide
 manufactured homes ................275-276
 mobile homes ............................275-276
Sketch, Xactimate..........................563-566
Skirting, manufactured homes ... 277, 301
Slabs, fire losses ...................................182
Small Business Administration  
 (SBA) ................................................... 421
Small Claims Court .............................572
Small parts storage ...........................77-78
Smoke
 and pressure ....................................168
 behavior of ................................166-169
 definition of ......................................163
 electrical charge of particles ....168-169
 magnetism.................................168-169
 micron, size of ..................................172
 named peril ........................................ 34
 particulate matter ...................169, 172
 webs ..................................................166
Smoke damage
 chemical containment .....................216
 chimney smoke, coverage issues ....... 34
 cigarette & cigar smoke,  
  coverage issues ................................. 34

 client considerations ........................208
 from exterior fires ............................ 187
 hidden aspects .................................203
 importance of thoroughness ...........216
 odor source removal .................209-216
 outbuilding fire losses .....................183
 penetrating deodorizers .................. 217
 primary objectives ........................... 205
 safety concerns .........................204-205
 surface sealants ........................221-226
 time factors ...............................206-207
 training classes .........................203-204
 value determinations ................207-208
 vapor phase containment ................216
 work description ................................22
Smoke-damaged contents
 deodorizing ................................361-362
 immediate release to owners ...367-369
 ozone .........................................362-366
 repacking and storage ..................... 367
 separating households .....................359
 storing .......................................358-359
 ultrasonic cleaning of ............... 360-361
 unpacking..................................359-360
Smoke odor
 steps for removal ......................208-209
 structural cleaning for .............211-216
Smoke residue
 classifications ................................... 164
 natural materials ............................. 165
 ozone ................................................362
 protein .............................................. 165
 synthetic ...........................................166
Sniff tests .............................................166
Snow
 coverage for ........................................33
 ice damming ..............................236-237
 manufactured home trusses ....288-289
 tree impact losses ............................ 251
 wind-driven, coverage for .............34-35
Snow-load losses ...........................239-243
 weight of ...........................................239
Soda blasting ........................................ 215
 mold losses .......................................123
Soffits, exterior fire losses ............185-186
Soft goods, contents .............................308
Software, estimating
. National.Estimator ................... 559-561
 overview ............................553, 554-555
 Xactimate.pricing..............................565
Solar panels, tree impact ..............252-253
Sole proprietor ............................. 428, 457
Solvent action, smoke cleaning ........... 214
Soot  ......................................................172
 flue fires............................................ 177
 in ducts ............................................. 227
Sound waves,  
 ultrasonic cleaning ...................... 360-361
Source removal, smoke odor ...............209
Space, business .............................437-440
Spalling, concrete .................................182
Spas  ......................................................308
Specialized equipment,  
 water losses ......................................47-48
Specialty boxes ..............................315-316
Specialty contracting,  
 insurance restoration .............................8
Specialty trades, hiring ....................... 461
Specialty vans ...................................... 445
Spider box......................................148-149
Splash goggles ...................................... 135
Splash patterns, kitchen fires .............176
Splatter, fire losses ...............................169
Splines, manufactured homes ......295-296
Splitter, air mover .......................64, 95-98
 wood floor drying ............................. 145

Spores
 air sampling for ........................114-115
 baseline counts .........................115-117
 mold ........................................... 110-111
 mold, cultures for ............................ 115
 preventing spread of ........................118
 tape sampling for ............................. 115
 traps ..........................................114-115
Sprinkler systems
 fire damage to ..................................189
 tree impact losses ............................ 255
SRT, IICRC class ..................................156
Stabilization, after fire loss .......... 190-191
Stachybotrys ........................................ 117
Stacking overhead & profit ................. 544
Staff adjusters ...................................... 505
Staff insurance agents .................. 490-491
Staffing needs
 carpenters ........................................ 461
 cleaners .....................................464-465
 cleaning division supervisor ............ 465
 company policies .......................470-472
 construction supervisor ............462-463
 emergency division supervisor ........ 464
 emergency technicians .............463-464
 estimator ...................................465-466
 front desk/secretary ..................459-460
 general manager .......................466-468
 helpers ..............................................462
 job descriptions ................................470
 office manager ........................... 460-461
 organizational chart ................ 470, 471
 specialty trades ................................ 461
Stands, box ...........................................316
State Farm Insurance
 market share ....................................489
 preferred contractor programs .......493
Static electricity, fire losses .................169
Steam ......................................................53
 cleaning, smoke removal ................. 214
 coverage for ........................................33
Storage
 containers ........................................332
 contents, off-site ...............307, 350-353
 contents, on-site ...............306, 328-333
 vaults ................................................322
Storage sheds, fires in ...................181-184
Storm damage, work description ..........22
Streamers .............................................166
Structural charges, minimum ............. 535
Structural cleaning, smoke odor ..211-216
Structural damage
 elements of a loss ...............................18
 from lightning ....................................36
Structural division .................................26
 estimating for ..................................523
Structural drying ..............................51-54
Structural engineers ..................... 200-201
 blasting damage losses ....................266
 manufactured home losses .............. 304
 manufactured home trusses ....292-293
 snow-load losses ...............................242
 temporary supports .........................232
 vehicle impact losses .......................262
Structural estimating
 basic operations ........................531-532
 books & software ......................553-555
 flooring allowances ..........................542
 how Xactimate works ...............564-568
 job sequence ..............................536-539
 material matching ....................544-546
. National.Estimator ................... 559-561
 overhead & profit ......................542-544
 overview of ................................523-525
 pricing specialists ............................ 527
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 reinstall .....................................532-534
 remodeling ................................582-585
 remove ..............................................532
 remove and reinstall .................532-533
 remove and replace ..........................532
 replace .......................................532-533
 room breaks ..............................547-548
 rules for success ........................ 548-551
 sight lines ..................................546-547
 stacking unit cost categories ....535-536
 standardized pricing .................525-527
 time & materials bids ......................528
 unit cost add-ons ......................534-535
 unit cost categories ................... 539-541
 unit cost, labor ................................. 534
 unit cost, labor and materials .........533
 unit cost, material ........................... 534
 unit cost, reinstall............................533
 unit cost, removal labor .................. 534
 unit cost, remove and reinstall .......533
 unit cost, remove and replace ..532-533
 unit costs ................................... 528-531
 Xactimate...................................563-568
Structural permits, fire losses ............. 197
Structure fires, major ...................190-195
Structures, securing .....................402-403
Stucco, fire losses ................................. 184
Stupidity, coverage for ...........................39
Subchapter S-Corporations ..........428-429
Subcontractors ..............................452-453
 contents .....................................354-355
Subfloor
 manufactured homes .......................280
 water losses ........................................83
Subrogation
 blast explosions ................................263
 overlapping claims ...........................518
 vehicle impact losses .......................262
Success, checklist for ....................495-497
Suction capacity, water extractors ........59
Sudden & accidental
 definition of ...................................31-32
 differences .....................................31-32
 ice .......................................................33
 ice damming ..............................236-237
 importance of ..................................... 31
 mold coverage .................................. 125
 shingle damage ..........................32, 233
 snow-load losses ...............................239
 steam ..................................................33
 tree impact losses ............................253
 vandalism .........................................266
 water damage ..........................31, 32-33
Suicides, trauma scene ........................ 271
Supplemental
 adjusters ...........................................502
 estimate ..............................................16
 loss ......................................................16
Supplied-air respirator .................132-133
Supplies, storage space ........................438
Synthetic flooring, drying .................... 147
Synthetic smoke residue .....................166

T
Tabbing, roofing shingles .............234-235
Tack strip.......................................... 82, 94
Tag lines, company names ...................436
Tags, contents ......................................320
Tape guns ............................................. 317
Tape sampling, mold losses ................. 115
Tapestry repair ..................................... 357
Tee shirts .............................................. 441
Temperature ...........................................53
 contaminated water ..................127-128
 content storage ................................ 351

 control of ............................................ 54
 desiccant dehumidifiers .....................69
 drying plans ..................................91-92
 during fire losses ..............................168
 in drying process ................................52
 mold losses .......................................112
 reading ...............................................58
 refrigerant dehumidifiers ................ 101
 smoke cleaning ................................ 214
Temperature & humidity
 interior levels .....................................50
 readings ..............................................79
Temporary
 electrical power ................................192
 heat ................................................... 104
 lighting .............................................192
 storage areas .............................329-333
 weather protection ..........................193
Temporary supports.....................232, 242
 explosion losses ................................263
 manufactured home trusses ...........292
Tenants
 contents .........................................45-46
 contents losses ..........................343-344
 emergency responses .......................380
 outside living expenses .................45-46
 potential liability issues ...............45-46
Tenting, drying wood floors ................. 145
Terminology, in insurance policies ...30-42
TES  ................................................... 70-71
 drying carpet ...................................... 94
 quantity needed ................................. 74
Test cleaning
 of contents ........................................ 354
 smoke damage...........................206-207
TEX box ............................................. 70-71
 drying carpet ...................................... 94
Theft, contents .....................................310
Thermal Energy System (TES) ........70-72
 quantity needed ................................. 74
Thermal Exchanger (TEX) box ........ 70-71
Thermal fogging
 safety considerations ................219-220
 smoke odor control ................... 217-221
Thermo-hygrometer.........................58, 79
Three-day right of rescission ............... 587
Three parts of a loss ......................305-306
Time and materials ..............................528
 contents loss.......................................19
 on emergency loss ..............................18
Time estimates ..............................194-195
Time factors, smoke damage ...............206
Timecards .............................................450
Timeframes, estimating ......................... 45
Timekeeping, employee ....................... 474
Timelines, business goals .............419-420
Timeliness, estimating  
 books & software ................................ 554
Toekicks, drying ................................95-96
Toilet dollies ......................................... 401
Toilets
 contaminated water losses .......128-129
 moving .............................................. 401
 pump-out tubing ..............................100
 water loss ...........................................80
 winter storage .................................. 105
TOMA ............................................483-484
Tool box, contents ................................320
Tools, storage space .............................438
Top of Mind Awareness (TOMA) ..483-484
Total losses ....................................195-196
Trademarks .......................................... 437
Trailer parks ........................................278
 trailers ..............................................278

Training
 certification, importance ................. 497
 emergency response technicians..... 374
 interaction with others ..................... 27
 investment in .....................................12
 need for .........................................26-27
 proper use of equipment ................... 51
Training classes ................................27-28
 employment policies ........................472
 fire and smoke..................................156
 mold remediation .............................108
 smoke damage.................................. 204
 Xactimate..........................................568
Transducer, ultrasonic cleaning ..........360
Transit, contents ..................................310
Transporting contents .................307, 350
Trash bags, mold losses .......................122
Trash pump ....................................... 80-81
 wet ducts ............................................88
Trauma scene losses .....................270-273
 cleanup work description ..................23
Travelers Insurance, market share.....489
Tree impact losses .........................251-257
 coverage issues ..........................255-256
Tree removal ................................ 253, 255
Trim, water losses ..................................89
Triple-wide  
 manufactured homes ..................280-286
Truck-mount carpet cleaner .............62-63
Truck-mounted duct cleaners ............. 227
Trucks, loading ....................................350
Truss damage, manufactured homes
 deflection ...................................288-289
 inspecting .................................. 289-291
 repairing ....................................291-295
Trusses
 building permits ..............................198
 fire damage to ..................................178
 manufactured homes ........280, 287-295
 snow-load losses ............................... 241
 tree impact losses .....................252-253
Tyvek body suits .................................. 134

U
U.S. Department of Housing  
 and Urban Development (HUD) ....... 277
UFT, IICRC class .................................. 204
Ultrasonic cleaning ....................... 360-361
Umbrella insurance policies ................ 424
Underlayment, water losses ..................83
Uninhabitable home .........................43-44
Unit costs
 add-ons ......................................534-535
 categories for ............................ 539-541
 definition of ......................................528
 finding .......................................528-529
 flooring allowances ..........................542
 labor ................................................. 534
 labor and materials .........................533
 materials .......................................... 534
 minimum charges ............................ 535
 National.Estimator ...................559-560
 National.Renovation.&..
.  Insurance.Repair.Estimator....556-558
 reinstall ............................................533
 removal labor ................................... 534
 remove and reinstall ........................533
 remove and replace ...................532-533
 stacking categories ...................535-536
 structural estimating .............. 524, 527
 understanding ........................... 530-531
 what they include .....................529-530
 Xactimate..........................................565
Unit-cost estimating ............................ 497
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Unoccupied homes
 coverage issues ................................... 37
 emergency responses to............408-409
Upholstery & Fabric Cleaning  
 Tech (UFT) class ................................ 204
Uploading estimates, Xactimate...563, 568
Upright vacuum, HEPA .......................136
Urban-forest interface zone ................ 251
Urine
 cleanup ............................................. 131
 contaminated water losses ..............128
USAA Insurance, market share ..........489

V
Vacant homes,  
 emergency response ....................408-409
Vacation homes, snow-loads ................240
Value determination, contents .....207-208
Values, contents .............................337-338
Van, emergency response
 inventory checklist ...................390-394
 selecting ...........................................386
 setting up ..................................387-389
 stocking & organizing ..............389-394
Vandalism
 named peril ........................................ 37
 work description ................................22
Vandalism losses ............................ 266-271
 emotional reactions .........................269
 odors .................................................269
 structural damage ........................... 267
Vans  ...............................................444-445
Vapor phase containment .................... 217
Variety
 carpenters ........................................ 461
 restoration work .............................. 231
Vehicle impact losses .....................257-262
 structure damage, named peril ....36-37
 work description ................................22
Vehicles
 company owned ........................443-447
 non-company owned .................447-449
 storage space ....................................439
Ventilation
 control of ............................................ 54
 fire losses ..........................................159
 manufactured homes ...............280, 289
 truss repairs .....................................293
Vermiculite ...........................................516
Vinyl flooring
 manufactured homes ........ 280, 300-301
 sight lines ......................................... 547
 water losses ........................................83
Vinyl siding, fire losses......................... 184
Volunteers, trauma scene losses ..........273

W
Wages, emergency responses ........375-377
Walk-through
 adjusters ...........................................499
 after a fire loss ................................. 194
Wall cavities, drying ..........................96-97
 accessories .......................................... 64
Wall insulation, removing wet ............... 87
Wallpaper
 matching ..........................................546
 water losses ........................................83
Wand, water extractor ...........................60
Wardrobe boxes .................................... 315
Warehouse space ...........................439-440
Warning signs ................................402-403
Water
 effect on fire losses ..........................163
 evaporation of .................................... 54

 extraction from carpet.......................93
 extraction of ............................ 53, 80-81
 named peril ...................................32-33
 point-of-origin ....................................80
 removal of standing ...................... 80-81
 secondary damage from ....................50
 shutting source of leak ......................78
 three states of ....................................53
 transmission of pathogens ...........49-50
 vapor, removal.................................... 54
Water damage
 ice damming ..............................236-237
 maintenance issues............................ 31
 plumbing, tree impact .....................253
 storm damage ..................................233
 sudden & accidental ...............31, 32-33
 work description ................................ 21
Water Damage Restoration  
 Technician (WRT) class ..................48-49
Water extraction equipment .............59-63
 hardwood floors ............................61-62
 quantity needed .................................73
 removal capacity, dehumidifiers ..67-68
 setup ...................................................60
 truck mount ..................................62-63
 use of ............................................. 60-61
 weighted heads .................................. 61
Water lift rating, water extractors ........59
Water lines, winterizing ................104-105
Water losses
 advantages & disadvantages ............. 47
 air movers .....................................92-99
 animals & plants.......................105-106
 attics & crawlspaces .......................... 97
 cabinets .........................................96-97
 categories of ..............................127-129
 Class 4 .......................................139-147
 classifications of ...........................90, 99
 doors ...................................................89
 drying equipment for ...................47-48
 drywall ...............................................83
 extent of damage ............................... 47
 following another contractor ...151-152
 frequency of ....................................... 47
 hardwood flooring ..............................82
 hidden damage ................................... 85
 leaving before job’s dry ............152-153
 manufactured homes ................299-303
 masonry & concrete ........................... 85
 metal................................................... 84
 monitoring and documenting ..101-103
 pressure-testing  
  plumbing system .....................147-148
 specialized equipment ..................47-48
 TES drying ......................................... 97
 toilets, sewage ....................................80
 trim .....................................................89
 vinyl flooring ......................................83
 wall cavities ...................................96-97
 wet carpet......................................81-82
 winterizing ................................104-106
Waterbeds,  
 contaminated water losses .................128
Weather
 drying plans .......................................92
 temporary protection from .............193
Websites, advertising ....................482-483
Weight, ice & snow coverage .................33
Weighted extraction heads .................... 61
Welcome statement, employee............. 474
Wet cleaning, structures ...................... 214
Wet contents .........................................333
Wet materials, removing ...................85-89
Wildfires ................................................ 215
 named peril ........................................33
 smoke damage from........................... 34

Wind
 damage losses............................232-236
 falling trees ...................................34-35
 interior damage ............................34-35
 named peril ...................................34-35
 tree impact losses ............................ 251
Wind-blown objects ..............................233
Wind-driven rain ..................................233
Wind-driven rain & snow coverage ..34-35
Windows
 hail damage ...................................... 245
 manufactured homes .......................298
 tree impact losses ............................ 254
Windows & skylights, water damage .... 35
Winter
 protecting walking surfaces ............ 105
 protection, animals & plants ...105-106
 selecting storage areas .................... 105
Winterizing
 after a fire ........................................193
 water losses ...............................104-106
Women, franchise purchases ...............432
Wood fibers, expansion of .............167-168
Wood flooring
 determining value for drying ..........146
 drying ........................................143-147
 verify moisture content ................... 147
Wood siding, fire losses ........................ 184
Wood stoves ..........................................179
 fire damage....................................... 177
 tree impact losses .....................252-253
Work authorization
 emergency responses ....................... 384
 for vacant homes .............................408
 get it signed ...................................... 397
 legal document ................................. 454
 preparing .......................................... 425
Work description
 content damage..................................23
 fire damage......................................... 21
 mold remediation ...............................23
 smoke damage....................................22
 storm damage ....................................22
 trauma scene cleanup ........................23
 vandalism ...........................................22
 vehicle damage ...................................22
 water damage ..................................... 21
Work variety ........................................9-10
Worker safety precautions,  
 mold losses .......................................... 117
Workers’ compensation insurance ......423
WRT, certification class .....................48-49

X
Xactimate ......................553, 561, 563-568
 estimating changes in ......................582
 how it works..............................564-568
 interactive links ...............................563
 price .................................................. 565
 Sketch drawing program ..........563-566
 TES pricing ........................................72

Y
Yard signs .............................................. 437
Yellow pages ...................................481-482

Z
Zinsser ...........................................222-226
Zip-lock bags
 content storage ................................319
 small parts storage .......................77-78
Zipwall ...........................118-119, 489, 493
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